
WEIGHT AS A LINGUISTIC V ARIABLE* 
-WITH REFERENCE TO ENGLISH-

Nahm-Sheik Park 

The present st udy cla ims tha t weight is a major linguistic variable crucia l to the 

explanation of such linguistic phenomena as stress, length, order, and rhythm. It 
also suggests that the weight variable plays a key role in language processi ng. 

A lthough our discussion is confined mostly to English, most of our claims may be 

applicable mutatis mutandis to other languages as well. 

O. Introduction 

We will show in this paper that weight is a major linguistic variable. We 
will specifica lly demonstrate that it is of direct relevance to the assignment 
of stress as well as to the length and distribut ion of linguistic elements. 
Although almost a ll of my evidence is from English , most of my claims here 
are arguably app licable mutatis mutandis to other languages as well . 

T he variable of weight, as used in this paper , is definable in intuitive 
sema ntic terms in most instances. X may be said to be semantically heavier 
than Y if X is more substantive in meaning than Y in one way or another. 
For example, Korea is heavier than Seoul in that the former refers to a 
larger real-world entity than the latter. Woman is heavier than person in 
that the former takes more semantic features to define than the latter. Dark 
in darkroom is heavier than room in the same word in that dark figures 
more prominent ly in the meaning of the whole compound than room does. 

Weight is also definable in st ructural terms. X may be said to be heavier 
than Y if X is longer or more complex structurally than Y. For example, for 
that reason is heavier than therefore, which in turn is heavier than so. For 
for that reason is longer and more complex than therefore, which in turn is 
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longer and more complex than so. 
Our discussion of the weight variable will proceed in four main stages. 

Chapter 1 deals with weight as a variable in stress assignment. Chapter 2 
treats the role of weight in determining the length of linguistic elements. 
Chapter 3 discusses weight as a determinant of word order. Chapter 4 
addresses the role of weight as a determinant of rhythm. 

1. Weight and Stress 

1.0. The Weight-Over-Stress Principle 

This principle , which governs stress assignment, may be stated as follows. 

THE HEAVIER A LINGUISTIC ELEMENT IS, THE MORE STRONGLY 
STRESSED IT IS; CONVERSELY, THE LIGHTER A LINGUISTIC ELE
MENT IS, THE MORE WEAKLY STRESSED IT IS. 

This principle guarantees that elements of greater communicative value 
are more strongly stressed and thus more distinctly pronounced than those 
of lesser communicative value. Thus it helps ensure an optimal transfer of 
information from speaker to hearer. 

1.1. Content vs. Function Words 

The weight-over-stress principle helps explain a wide range of stress phe
nomena. One of them is that content words tend to be more prominently 
stressed than function words. Note that this is in line with the weight-over
stress principle. For content words are generally heavier of semantic content 
than function words are. 

However, function words are not always weakly stressed, and neither are 
content words always strongly stressed. We will show below that in neither 
case is the weight-aver-stress principle really violated . Let us begin our 
discussion here with the following example. 

(1) A: John is tired. I 
B: So'm l 

'The acute , cricumfJex. grave, and breve marks are used in this paper to indicate primary, 

secondary. tertiary. and zero stress respectively. 
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I is a funct ion word and thus light of inherent semantic content so that it 
normally gets weak stress. However, it gets strong stress in the above ex
change in apparent violation of the weight-over-stress principle. The key to 
the puzzle here is to be found in the fact that I is contrasted with John so 
tha t it ga ins extra semantic weight from this contrastive emphasis. This 
means that I here is semantically heavy and thus qualifies for strong stress in 
line with the weight-aver-stress principle. 

Let us consider the fo llowing exchange , in which the function word am 

gets prominent stress in apparent contradiction of the weight-aver-stress 
principle . 

(2) A: You look hungry. 
B: I am hungry. 

The function word am is light of inherent semantic content and thus 
normally gets weak stress. However, it gets affirmative emphasis in the 
above exchange so that it gains considerable semantic weight. Thus the 
strong stress on am in the above exchange is in line with the weight-over
stress principle, not in violation thereof. 

Note at this point that clause-final function words such as am in the 
exchange be low are always prominently stressed. 

(3) A: Are you Korean? 
B: Yes , I am. 

The clause-final am here is short for the longer phrase am Korean so that 
it carries not just its own we ight but also the weight of Korean. Thus am 

here is quite heavy and qualifies for prominent stress in accordance with the 
weight-aver-stress principle. Phenomena of this kind are discussed in great 
detail in Park (in preparation). 

We are now in a position to explain in a principled way why depreposi
tional particles are normally more prominently stressed than their preposi
tional sources. Let us consider the two tokens of in in the exchange below. 

(4) A : Is Bob in the office? 
B: Yes, he 's in . 

The first token of in here is light of semantic content while the second is 
heavy thereof. Note that the first token is a mere preposition , which is a 
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function word, while the second' token is a particle short for the longer 
phrase in the house. The particle in here thus carries not just its own weight 
but also the weight of the house. As a result , in here is normally heavier and 
thus more prominently stressed as particle than as preposition, which is in 
line with the weight-over-stress principle. 

We can similarly explain why possessive pronouns tend to be more prom
inent ly stressed than the ir possess ive-adject ival counterparts. Let us consider 
the two tokens of his in the paraphrase pair below. 2 

(5) a. That's his book. 
b. That's his . 

The second token of his here is short for the longer phrase his book so 
that it is normally heavier than the first token of the same. Thus the second 
token of his here normally ge ts stronger stress than the first in compliance 
with the weight-over-stress principle. 

Conjunctions are function words and thus normally get weak stress. They 
may get strong stress , however, when they are short for a longer phrase and 
thus heavy. The second token of if in the excha nge below is a case in point. 

(6) A: He 'll do it if you pay him a lot. 
B: Ah, yes. if. 

Needless to say, the strong stress on the seco nd token of if here is a 
consequence of the weight-aver-stress principle. 

Note in this connection that examples such as the following attest to the 
psychologi~al reality of trace. 

(7) A: Did you ta lk to anybody? 
B: No, I had nobody to ta lk 10. 

The clause-final 10 in B's response here may be thought of as being fo llowed 
by the trace of nobody. Th us this 10 is arguably short for the longer phrase 
consisting of itself plus the trace of nobody so that it is normally heavier 
than the first token of 10 here. Along this line of reason ing , we may contend 
that the second token of 10 here normally gets stronger stress than the first 
in keeping with the weight-aver-st ress principle. 

2We will say that two expressions are paraphr<lses o f each other if they ca n be transforma 

tio nally related and thus assigned a cognitively similar semantic interpre tation . 
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Function words may often receive prominent stress when they double as 
content words . Let us take for example it, as used in the following sen
tences. 

(8) a. You 're {to (=You're the next person (to play) . ) 
b. She's got {t. (=She's got sex appeal.) 

Normally it is a function word and thus light of semantic content so that it is 
weakly stressed. In the two sentences above, however, it is a content word , 
as is evident fro m the parenthesized glosses, and thus heavy of seman tic 
content. Thus the prominent stress on it here is in line with the weight
over-stress principle , not in violation thereof. 

Reflexive pronouns can also double as con tent words, as can be seen from 
(9b) below . 

(9) a. He felt hlmsetf (himself=a purely anaphoric object of felt) 
b. He felt hlmself (himself= "normal/well ") 

The reflexive himself is purely functional in (9a) while it has the contentive 
meaning of "normal" or "well" in (9b) . Thus it is light of inherent semantic 
content in (9a) while it is heavy thereof in (9b). As a result, himself is 
norma lly (far) more prominently stressed in (9b) than in (9a) in accordance 
with the weight-over-stress principle . 

Conjunctions may also double as content words, as in (10) be low, so that 
they may get prominently stressed in accordance with the weight-over-stress 
principle. 

(10) His proposal is full of ifs and bUts. 

It is interesting that one and the same function word by is more promi
nently stressed in ( 11 a) below than in (l ib). 

(1 1) a . She wants a book by herself. (by = "near") 
b . She wants a book by herself. (by="writte n by") 

Note that by is spa tial in (1 1a) while it is non-spatial in (lIb). Thus it is 
referentially more concrete in (11a) than in (lIb) so that it is arguably 
heavier in the for mer than in the latter. If this is' conect, then we can say 
that by is more prominently stressed in (l1a) than in (lIb) in accordance 
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wi th the weight-over-stress principle _ 

Incidentally, weight due to re ferential concreteness oftcn transla tes not 
into stress but into length . For example, by the car and on the television are 
rcfcrcntially more concrcte than by </> car and on </> television respectively 
so tha t the former are heavie r and thus longer than the la tter. This is in line 
with the weight-over-Iength principle to be discussed in Chapter 2. 

Content words slIch as person in (12b) below normally receive relative ly 
wcak s tress in apparc nt violation of the weight-over-stress principle. 

(12) a. He's a bnAlliiint d6ctor. 
b. He's a bn'lliant person. 

Nuclear stress norma lly falls on the tonic syllab le of the last content word in 
a tone unit. Thus it normally falls on the tonic sy lla ble of doctor in (12a). In 
(l2b) , howeve r , it does not normally fa ll on the tonic sylla ble of person, 
which is the last conte nt word in the sentence. This is due to the inherent 

semantic levity of person, which is a lmost as light as a personal pronoun. 
Thus it is not really in violatio n of the we ight-over-stress principle that 
person does no t no rmally get nuclear stress in (12b). 

Incidentally, person is not the on ly conte nt word that is light of inhe rent 
semantic content. All other gene ral-purpose content words are semantically 
light a nd thus normally get re lative ly weak stress. Among these are nouns 
such as thing , malleI', stu/I, and guy as we ll as verbs such as come, go, get, 
grow, put, set, lie, sit, stand, say. a nd make. 

Conte nt words a lso gct relatively weak stres's whe n they are collocational
Iy predictable and thus light of in format io n co nte nt. Let us compare the two 
se nte nccs be low. 

(13) a. The bet! is ringIng. 
b. T hc bell is glrllering . 

Notc that ringing is a bell's reason for being so that mere mention of a bell 
automatically rcminds us of its ringing functio n. Thus bell re nde rs ringing 
co llocation a ll y predictablc whe n they are in a subject-verb re lationship , as in 
(13a) . As a res ult. ringing in (13a) is so light of info rm ation content that it 
does not normally qua li fy for nuclear stress. 

On the othe r hand , the re is no such close link of association between a 
bell and glittering so that bell does not re nde r glittering collocation a ll y pre
dictable in (l3b). Thus gliltering in (13b) re tains its original contentive 
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weight and thus normally qualifies for nuclear stress. Note that the normal 
de-stressing of ringing here, as opposed to its disallowance in glittering, is a 
consequence of the weight-aver-stress principle . 

Content words also tend to get de-stressed when they refer to the immedi
ate context of speech. Among such content words are here and now, as used 
in the following sentences . 

(14) a. I work here. 
b. I'm okay now. 

Note that here and now refer to the immediate context of speech so that 
their referents are readily accessible to the interlocutors' consciousness. For 
this reason, here and now are usually light of information content, that is, 
unless they gain additional semantic weight , say , from contrastive emphasis. 
Thus here and now normally get weak stress in compliance with the weight
over-stress principle. 

One and the same content word may vary in stress from one sense to 
another , as can be seen from the two sentence pairs below. 

(15) a . He bought a few books. 
b . He bought few books. 

(16) a. She ate a little rice . 
b. She ate litiLe rice. 

A few and a little are positive while few and little are negative so that the 
former are semantically lighter than the latter. As a result , few is normally 
less prominently stressed in (15a) than in (15b) while little is less prominent
ly stressed in (16a) than in (16b) . Note that this is all in keeping with the 
weight-over-stress principle. 

Let us now turn our attention to a large class of constructions, which I 
will call governed constructions for want of a better name. A governed 
construction comprises two immediate constituents, i.e . a governor followed 
by a governee, as in the following examples. 

(17) a. preposItIon + complement : To peace! 
b. subordinator + complement : if p6ss{/Jle. 
c. auxiliary + main verb: can d6 
d. verb + object: Call J6hn. 
e . determiner + noun : the L6rd 
f. title + name: Miss Smith 
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g. adjective + noun : good schools 
h. inte nsifie r + intensified: very well 

Note that governo rs te nd to be on the functional side while governees tend 
to be on the contentive side . Thus governors tend to be semantical ly lighter 
than gove rnees so tha t the forme r normally receive weaker stress than the 
latte r. Note that this is in compliance with the weigh t-over-stress principle . 

1.2. Compound Words 

Conpound words a lso obey the weight-over-stress principle. Let us take 
the following compound nouns for example . 

(18) a. greenhouse 
b. [frefly 

In e ither compo und here, the first constituent word figures more porminent
ly in the meaning of the who le compound than does the second. Thus the 
fi rst const ituent word is semantically heavie r than the second so that the 
former is more prominently st ressed than the latter in accordance with the 
weight-ove r-stress principle . 

Let us consider the followi ng compound nouns . 

( I <J) a . flatware, silverware, earthen ware 
b. bluefish , go ldfish, swordfish 

The compounds in e ither set here sha re the same second consi tuent whil e 
they have di fferent first constit ue nts. Thus they are contrasted with each 
other with respect to the first constituents so that these first constituents are 
sema ntically heavier than the shared second constituent. In fact, the first 
cosnti tuent in each compound he re is like a stem while the second consti t
ue nt is like a suffix . Thus the first const ituent receives stronge r stress than 
the second in accordance with the weight-over-stress principle. 

Note at this point that not all compound nouns get primary stress on the 
firs t const itu ent. Let us compare the two compounds in e ither pair below. 

(20) a . life story 
b . life Imprisonment 
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(21) a. Sussex man 
b. Sussex vfllage 

In (20) above, life is semantica ll y heavier and thus more strongly stressed 
th an story while it is semantically lighter and thus less strongly stressed than 
imprisonment. In (21), Sussex is semantically heavie r and thus more strongly 
stressed than man while it is semantically lighter and thus less strongly 
stressed than village. Thus, whichever constituent is more strongly stressed , 
a ll the compounds here follow the weight-ove r-stress principle. 

The differe nce in stress pattern between numerals in -teen and those in -ty 
can a lso be explained alo ng simila r lines. Let us take the two numerals 
below for example. 

(22) a. fifteen (= five and ten) 
b . fifty (= fi ve times ten) 

Note that fil- and -teen are coordinate and thus coequal terms in fifteen 
while fil- is superordinate to -ty in fifty in that the former operates on the 
lat ter. Thus fif- and -teen are about the same weight in fifteen while fif- is 
heavie r than -ty in fifty. As a resu lt , the stress is abo ut eq ually strong on fif
and -teen in fift een while it is stronger on fil- than on -ty in fifty. Note that 
this is a ll in line with the weight-over-stress principle . 

Note he re that fifteen, pronounced in iso lation , ge ts more prominent stress 
on -teen than on fif-. Si nce -teen is of grcater numerical va lue than fil- , th is 
is evidently a consequence of the weight-over-stress principle. Note a lso that 
fifteen may get stronger stress on fil- than on -teen when it is contrasted 
with such num era ls as six teen, as in seri a l counting. This is becuase fil- gets 
extra semantic weight from the contrastive emphasis here. This is also a 
consequence of the weight-over-stress principle. We will come back to the 
contrast between -teen and -ty numerals in 4.1. , where we will discuss why 
-ty is a lways atonic while -teen is always tonic. 

1.3. Stems and Affixes 

Stems are no rma ll y heavier of semantic content than affi xes so that the 
former customarily get stronger stress than the latter in accordance with the 
weight-over-stress principle . This can be seen from examples such as the 
following. 
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(23) a _ unlikel y 

b. pro-ff/Cr 
c. loneliness 

Of affixes, prefixes tend to get stronger stress than suffixes , as can be seen 
from (23a) and (23b) . The prefixes un - and pro- here are semantically 
heavier and thus more prominently stressed than the suffixes -ly and -er 
respectively. This is in line with the we ight-over-stress principle. 

The weight-over-stress principle also helps explain why superficially iden
tical prefixes are often di fferentially stressed , as in the following example. 

(24) re-sign vs. resign 

The prefix re- is semantically heavier in re-sign than in resign so that it gets 
stronger stress in the former than in the latter, which is in line with the 
weight-over-stress principle. 

Prefixes may even receive primary stress under contrastive emphasis . For 
example, offense and defense contrast with each other in the context of, say, 
A me rican football so that of- and de- get contrastive emphasis. Thus the 
pre fix es here gain exra informat ional weight and thus may get primary stress 
in accordance with the weight-over-stress principle . 

Note at this point that suffixes are not always zero-stressed, as can be 
seen fro m the following examples. 

(25) a. Chinese 

b . engineer 

c. lessee 
d. Pauline 
e. socialite 
f. socialize 
g. beautify 
h. Kennedyesque 
I. lemonade 
J. verbose 

The suffixes in (25) are a ll phonologically heavy in that they contain eithe r a 
complex vowel or a consonant cluster. Many of them are also etymologica ll y 
heavy in that they orignate in heavy French su ffixes . Thus phonological (and 
e tymological ) weight is apparently responsible for the exceptionally promi 
nent stress that the suffixes here receive. Note that this prominent suffixa l 
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stress is a consequence of the weight-over-stress principle . 
The suffix -ose in (2Sj), for one, may be semantically heavy as well in that 

it has the contentive meaning of "full of." This semantic weight may also be 
responsible fo r the prominent stress that the suffix receives. 

It is interesting that -ine in (25d) gets stronger stress as a feminine suffix 
than as an adjectival suffix. Note that the feminine gender is marked while 
the masculine gender is unmarked so that femininity is heavier of inherent 
semantic content than masculinity. Besides, the feminine name Pauline con
trasts with the mascul ine name Paul so that the feminine suffix -ine receives 
constrastive emphasis. Thus -ine is semantically heavier and thus more 
prominently stressed as a feminine suffix than as an adjectival suffix, which 
is in line with the weight-over-stress principle. 

Note in this connection that the strong stress on -ette in (26) below may 
result at least in part from its relatively heavy semantic weight . 

(26) a. usherette 
b. roomelle 
c. leatherette 

The suffix here not only originates in a heavy French suffix but also has the 
contentive meaning of "small ," "female," or "fake." Thus it is heavy etymo
logically as well as semantically , so that the prominent stress it receives is in 
line with the weigh t-over-stress principle. 

Suffixes may also get prominent stress when they receive contrastive em
phasis. The suffix -ess in the sentence below is a case in point. 

(27) I met not just the prince but also the princess. 

Note that princess is contrasted with prince here so that contrastive em
phasis falls on -ess. Thus -ess here is heavy so that it qualifies for prominent 
stress in accordance with the weight-over-stress principle. 

Note here that the suffix -ess has the contentive meaning of "female" so 
that it is fairly heavy of semantic content as suffixes go. It also originates in 
a heavy French suffix. Note also that princess customarily contrasts with 
prince in monarchies such as Britain. It is evidently for these reasons that 
British English assigns primary stress to the second syllable of princess. Note 
that this is also in line with the weight-over-stress principle. 

The optional primary stress on the suffix -or in the examples below is also 
attributable to contrastive emphasis . 
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(28) a. lessor 
b. lessor (as opposed to lessee) 

(29) a . vendor 
b. vendor (as opposed to vendee) 

Lessor and vendor are often contrasted with lessee and vendee respectively. 
especially in legalese, so that -or oftcn gcts extra semantic weight from the 
contrastive emphasis . This extra semant ic weight makes the suffix eligiblc 
for the prominent stress that it often receives. Note that this optiona l pri
mary stress o n -or is in line with the weight-over-stress principle. 

Note at this point that derivational suffixes are usua lly less light of seman
tic content and thus less weakly stressed than inflectional suffixes. Note 
further that even inflectional suffixes may sometimes get some extra seman
tic weight and thus receive less weak. stress than is normally the case. Let us 
take the singular-plural pairs below for example. 

(30) a. crisis vs. crises 
b. oasis vs. oases 

Thc plural end ing -cs gets contrastive emphasis here in that it contrasts with 
the singular ending -is so that -es is heavier than -is . Further, -es is a lso 
heavier than -is in that plurality is inherently heavier than singular ity. Thus 
the heav ier -es here gets less weak stress than the less heavy -is in accord
ance with the we ight -over-stress principle. 

2. Weight and Length 

2.0. The Weight-Oyer-Length Principle 

There is a high degree of correlation between the weight of a lingu istic 
e lement and its length , wh ich is summed up in the weight-aver-length princi
ple given below. 

THE HEAVIER A LINGUISTIC ELEMENT IS , THE LONGER IT TENDS 
TO BE; CONVERSELY, THE LIGHTER A LINGUISTIC ELEMENT IS, 
THE SHORTER IT TENDS TO BE. 

Lik e the weight-over-stress principle, this principle makes sure that 
e lements of greater commun icative value are given more substantive expres-
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sion than those of lesser communicative value. It is thus apparently in
strumental in facilitating a maximally efficient transfer of information from 
encoder to decoder . 

2.1. Content vs. Function Words 

According to the weight-aver-length principle, content words should nOf
mally be longer than function words. For the former tend to be heavier of 
semantic content than the latter. The principle seems to be borne out since 
the average content word is indeed longer than the average function word. 
For one thing , content words are often polysyllabic while function words 
rarely are . For another, even where both content and function words are 
monosyllabic, the former tend to be phonologically longer than the latter. 
Let uS take the following pairs of monosyllabic words fOf example. 

(31) a. fo ur vs . for 
b. two vs. to 
c. can (= noun) vs. can (=auxiliary verb) 

Note that in natural connected speech the vocalic nucleus is more distinct 
and thus longer in the first member of each pair here than in the second. 
This is because the first member is a content word while the second is a 
function word so that the former is semantically heavier than the latter. 

The following pairs also show that monosyllabic words tend to be phono
logically longer as content words than as function words. 

(32) a. so, do (as in "do, re, mi . .. ") 
b . to, do (as in "I do not live here .") 

Note that (32a) and (32b) comprise content and function words respectively. 
Note further that l owl is longer than l uw l , l u l , or 1 ,, 1 so that the words 
are longer in (32a) than in (32b). In our terms, this is because the content 
words of (32a) are semantically heavier than the function words of (32b). 

Let us consider tbe following additional examples. 

(33) a. (Santa) Fe, pe , (per) se, (in) re 
b . he, she, we , me , be 

The monosyllabic words here are contentive in (33a) and functional in (33b) 
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so that they are semantically heavier in the former than III the latter. This 
difference in semantic weight is apparently reflected in the vocalic nucleus, 
which ranges from l iy l to l ey l in (33a) and from l il to liy l in (33b). 
Since l ey l is longer than l iy / , which in turn is longer than l i / , the vocalic 
nucle us tends to be longcr in (33a) than in (33b). Thus the content words 
here also tend to be longer than the function words. Note that this, as well 
as what we have said regarding (31) and (32), accords with the weight-over
length principle. 

2.2. Contractions 

Function words often a llow contraction to shorter forms while conten t 
words normally do not. Since function words are genera lly lighter of seman
tic content th an content words are, this is in line with the weight-over-Iength 
principle. Let us consider the following paraphrase pairs . 

(34) a. Who does that sort of thing? 
b . "Who 's that sort of thing? 

(35) a . What does that mean? 
b. What's that mean? 

The co ntentive does is too heavy to allow contraction so that (34b) is un
grammatical, while the functional does is light enough to do so with the 
result that (35b) is perfectly grammatical. 

Will is another word that normally allows contraction as a function word, 
but not as a content word. Let us consider the following paraphrase pairs. 

(36) a. I must do whatever he wills. 
b. *1 must do whatever he'lls. 

(37) a. I will go. 
b. I'll go. 

Note incidentally that will is qu ite heavy semantically even as a function 
word when it denotes insiste nce. In fact, the will of insistence happens to be 
too heavy to a llow contraction to - '11 so that will or its contraction - 'l/ in (37) 
cannot denote insistence. This again is a consequence of the weight-over
length principle . 

Have is still another word that a llows cont raction as a function word, but 
not as a content word . The fo llowing paraphrase pairs illustrate this be-
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havior of have. 

(38) a. We have lunch at noon. 
b. "' We've lunch at noon . 

(39) a. We have seen her already. 
b. We 've seen her already. 

It is perhaps in order here to deal with certain constraints on the contrac
tion of function words. ' Let us begin by considering the following paraphrase 
sct. 

(40) a. He is not tall. 
b. H e's not tall. 
c. He isn't tall. 
d . *He 'sn 't tall. 

Note that isn't may no t shorten to -'sn', because it is already quite heavy in 
that it is a combination of two words, i.e . is and not. Note further that this 
is in line with the weight-over-length principle. 

Note in thi s connection that the auxili ary can ordinarily contracts from 
I ka: n I to I k(;:)n I beca use of its semantic levi ty. It cannot similarly contract 
in can't, however, because can't is a combination of two words, i. e . can and 
not, so that it is quite heavy. What we have sa id here about can l can 't a lso 
app lies to arel aren 't, havel ha ven 't, hasl hasn 't, hadl hadn 't, etc. 

It is inte res ting to note he re that British E nglish regularly upgrades the 
vowel in can to 1 0: I when it combines with -n 't, as shown be low. 

(41) a. I can go. (l kren l or I k(;)n / ) 
b. J can', go. (l ko :nt / ) 

Note that 1 0: 1 is phonologica ll y longer than e ither h e l or I (;) /. Thus the 
nucleus difference between can and can't is more clearly reflective of their 
weight diffe rence in British Engl ish than in American English . On this par
ticular poin t, British English obeys the weight-over-Iength principle more 
faith fu lly than American English . 

Note that be can normally contract in the present tense, but not in the 
past tense, as can be seen from the fo llowing paraphrase pairs. 

(42) a. He is here . 
b . He 's he re. 
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(43) a. He was here. 
b. *He's herc. 
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Was is much heavier than is in that it is a combination of is and the past 
tense. Thus we may say that was is too heavy to allow contraction while is is 
light enough to do so. Besides, the present-tense contraction -'s may block 
the hypothetical past-tense contraction -'05, not the other way around, be
cause the former is more basic than the latter. 

Another constraint on the contraction of function words has to do with 
func tion words under special emphasis. Function words may not contract 
under, say , affirmative emphasis. Is and has in the exchanges below are 

cases in point. 

(44) A: He's not to blame, I tell you. 
B : But he is to blame. ( = *?But hc's to biame.) 

(45) A: He hasn't even called. 
B: But he has called. (= *?But he 's called .) 

Is and has in B 's responses here rece ive affirmative emphasis so that they 
are too heavy to allow contraction to -'so This is, of course, a consequence 
of the weight-aver-length principle. 

The third and final constraint on the contraction of function words has to 
do with clause-final function words. Let us take for example the clause-final 
is and will in the parapharase pairs below. 

(46) a. She isn't ready, but he is. 
b. *She isn 't ready, but he's. 

(47) a. He won 't help us, but she will. 
b. *?He won't he lp us, but she 'll. 

Note that is and will here are short for, and thus carry the weight of, is 
ready and will help us respectively. Thus they are too heavy to allow con
traction , which is why (46b) and (47b) are ungrammatical. This again is a 
consequence of the weight-aver- length principle . 

2.3. Long vs. Short Forms 

The weight-aver-length principle also he lps explain why some expressions 
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have two allo-forms , one long and one short. Let us begin our discussion 
here by considering the following sentence pairs with respect to the words in 
italics . 

(48) a. We saw him there. I ()£3 r I 
b. There was a girl near him. I ()n I 

(49) a. Harvard is the university . I ()iy I 
b. I like the university. 1 53 I 

The italicized word is semantically heavier in the first member of either pair 
here than in the second. For it has a contentive meaning in the first member 
while it has only a functional meaning in the second. Note that the italicized 
word is longer in the first member here than in the second in that the 
nucleus is more distinct and thus longer in the former than in the latter. 
This is , of course , a consequence of the weight-over- length principle. 

The weight-over-Iength principle also makes available a rational explana
tion for the two allo-forms of the suffix -ful, as exemplified lrelow. 

(50) a. handful, mouthful, cupful l ful/ 
b. careful, beautiful, wonderful l f31/ 

Note that -ful is semantically heavier in (50a) than in (SOb) in that the 
meaning of "full" is more salient in the former than in the latte r. Note 
further that l u l is more distinct and thus longer than I ';} I so that -ful is 
longer in (50a) than in (SOb), which is in line with the weight-over-Iength 
principle. 

A similar account is applicable to the two divergent forms of the etymo
logically identical suffix exemplified below. 

(5 1) a. manlike, godlike, earthlike 
b. manly , godly, earthly 

The meaning of " like" is more sa lient in (51a) than in (51 b) so that the 
suffix is semantically heavier in the former than in the latter. Note that the 
semantically heavier -like is phonologically longer than the semantically 
lighter -ly, which is in line with the weight-over-length principle. 

The two alternative pronunciations of -man, as exemplified below, can 
also be explained along similar lines . 
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(52) a. apeman, superman, cave man I ma?n l 
b. postman, policeman, lineman I m,m l 

The meaning of "human being" is more prominent in (52a) than in (52b) so 
that -man is semantically heavier and thus phonologically longer in the 
former than in the latter. This, of course , accords with the weight-over
length principle . 

The weight-over-length principle also offers insight into the alternation 
between mouth and -mouth, as shown below. 

(53) a. mouth I maw8 I 
b. Plymouth, Dartmouth, Portsmouth I m d8 I 

The meaning of "mouth" is far more sa lient in mouth than in -mouth so that 
the former is semantically much heavier than the latter. Note that the nu
cleus is longer in mouth than in -mouth so that the former is longer than the 
latter , which accords with the weight-over-length principle . It may be noted 
here that a similar explanation applies to the alternation between land and 
-land, as in England and Scotland, as well as that between day and -day I diy /, 
as in Sunday and Monday. It is interesting that -day in weekday is I dey I 
because it contrasts with -end in weekend so that it receives extra semantic 
weight. Note incidentally that -day in Monday, etc., -land in England, etc., 
and -mouth in Plymouth, etc. are quasi-suffixal here. We wi ll come back to 
this point in 2.4 . in connection with (84) through (92). 

The alternation between -have (as in behave) and have and between par
son and person, as shown below, can also be explained in a similar manner. 

(54) a. -have I heyv l vs. have I ha?v l or I hdv l 
b. parson I parsan l vs. person I pJrs3n l 

Note that have is light of semantic content, especially as an auxiliary, whi le 
-have has the contentive meaning of "control." Note further the I ey I is 
longer than either lrel or l'dl so that -have is longer than have, which 
accords with the weight-over- length principle. Note also that parson is 
heavier of semantic content than its cognate person and that the former is 
phonologically longer than the latter in that l al is longer than I 'd / This also 
accords with the weight-over-Iength principle. 

It is interesting that farm and firm, which are of the same ultimate etymo
logical origin, differ in vocalic nucleus. The nucleus is more distinct and thus 
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longer in farm than in firm so that farm is phonologically longer than firm. 
Note here that in Middle E nglish f arm and firm were ferme and ferm re
spectively so that farm is of greater latent (phonological) weight than firm. 
We may thus argue that farm is longer than firm in accordance with the 
weight-over-Iength principle. 

Note in passing here that the vowel laxes and shortens from / ey / to 
/ e / in (55b) below, but not in (55a). 

(55) a . pay -+ pays / paid 
b. say -+ says / said 

The stem is semantically much lighter in (55b) than in (55a). Thus the 
semantically lighter stem here allows its vowel to shorten in the process of 
conjugation while the semantically heavier stem does not. Note that this is 
in accordance with the weight-over-Iength principle . Incidentally, the syl
lable closure is appare'?ltly also relevant to the shortening of the nucleus 
here. As we shall see in 4.3., the weight / length of a nucleus is in inverse 
ratio to that of the coda. 

The we ight-over-Iength principle also throws light on why the first word in 
each pair below is phenologically longer than the second . 

(56) a. prayer / preillr / 
b. prayer / prEl/f / 

(57) a. busyness / bizinis / 
b. business / biznis / 

(58) a. anti-Arctic 
b. Antarctic 

Although both words in each pair here are etyma logically polymorphemic, 
the second word is generally perceived as monomorphemic while the first is 
generally perceived as polymorphemic . Thus the first word in each pair here 
is arguably heavier than the second so that the former is longer than the 
latter in compliance with the weight-over-length principle. Note that we may 
say exactly the same thing about the pair invalid / inva!lid / and invalid 
/ invglid l. 

It is interesting to note in this connection that going to may collapse into 
gonna 111 (59b) below, but not in (59a). 

(59) a. I'm going to New York. --+ *I'm gonna New York. 
b. I'm going to visit New York. -+ I'm gonna visit New York. 
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Note that (-'m) going to is semantically more than one unit in (59a) while it 
is arguably one unit in (5%) in that it is equivalent to will. Thus going to is 
much lighter in (59b) than it is in (59a) so that it may shorten and collapse 
into gonna in the former, but not in the latter. Note that this is in line with 
the weight-over-Iength principle. 

Note in this connection that want to may collapse into wanna in "He's the 
one I want to talk to," but not in "He's the one I want to talk ." Note that 
the logical subject of the infinitive is coreferential with that of want in the 
first sentence while it is not in the second. Thus want to is arguably lighter 
in the first sentence than in the second so that it may collapse into wanna in 
the former, but not in the latter, which is in line with the weight-aver-length 
principle. 

Let us now consider the two sentences below. 

(60) a. I got good grades(.) and I made my parents happy . 
b. r got good grades and 1> made my parents happy. 

The two sentences here arguably derive from a similar underlying structure, 
perhaps from something like the first sentence here . Note, howeve r, that 
the two sentences he re have different semantic interpretations in that the 
two events referred to are related to each other as cause and effect in the 
second sentence, but not in the first. Thus the first sentence contains two 
propositions, so to speak, while the second contains just one. As a result, 
the first sentence is semantically heavier than the second so that the former 
is longer than the latter in accordance wit h the weight-aver-length principle. 

We have seen in 1.1. that governors tend to be semantically lighter than 
governees. Note at this point that governors should be shorter than gov
ernees if the weight-over-Iength principle is to be upheld . In fact, this turns 
out to be the case in most instances, providing additional validation for the 
weight-aver-length principle . 

Note in this connection that onc and the same word often has two 
alternative forms, one as governor and one as non-governor. In such cases, 
the governor often assumes a shorter form than the non-governor. Let us 
consider the following paraphrase pairs. 

(61) a. Mr. Kim is my master. 
h. "Master Kim is my Mr. 

(62) a. Mrs. Kim is my mistress. 
b. * Mistress Kim is my Mrs . 
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(63) a. Mt. Everest is a marvelous mountain. 
b. "' Mountain Everest is a marvelous Mt. 

Note that the governors here are semantically lighter than their respective 
pon-governor forms. Thus we may say that master, mistress, and mountain 
shorten in governor position to Mr., Mrs. , and Mt. respectively under the 
pressure of the weight-over-Iength principle. 

The' ~'ollowing paraphrase pairs also show that governors tend to favor 
shorter forms. 

(64) a. He owns a gas station. 
b. (?)He owns a gasoline station . 

(65) a . He majors in U.S. history. 
b. (?)He majors in United States history. 

Note that the governor slot in either pair here is filled with one of two 
allo-forms of the same word. Note further that the shorter of the two allo
forms is generally favored over the longer one here so that the first sentence 
in either pair above is more natural than the second . This preference for a 
shorter governor is, of course, in line with the weight-over-Iength principle. 
For governors are typically light of semantic content. 

The following paraphrase pairs also show that governors tend to favor 
shorter forms. 

(66) a. eggs that are newly laid 
b. new-laid eggs 

(67) a . a house with three rooms 
b. a three-room house 

(68) a. a scholar who was educated in the United States 
b. a U.S. -educated scholar 

Relevant to our discussion of the above data may be the fact that premod
ification is informationally lighter than postmodification (See 3.1.). Inciden
tally, our discussion here throws light on the derivation of the article a(n) 
from the numeral one. One may function as either governor or non
governor so that it is lighter in the former function than in the latter. It is in 
fact so light as governor that it has allowed shortening to the proclitic a(n}. 
Note that this is a consequence of the weight-over-length principle . Note 
also that we can offer a similar account for the derivation of the and through 
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from that and thorough respectively. Perhaps similarly explainable is the 
derivation of the second aIternant from the first in such Korean word pairs 
as I hana/ - / han l 'one', Itull-/ tu l 'two', I ses / - / se l 'three', I nes /-/ ne l 
'four', and I scelop / - / sce l 'new'. 

2.4. Deletion 

The weight-over-length principle provides a rationale for the phenomenon 
of deletion, which is a form of shortening . Note that only elements of 
extreme levity may be deleted, as can be seen from the following para
phrase pairs. 

(69) a. (?)She's far from being recovered . 
b. She's far from <p recovered. 

(70) a. (?)He's regarded as being overqualified. 
b. He 's regarded as <p overqualified. 

(71) a. (?)It's close to being miraculous that he's sti ll alive. 
b. It 's close to <p miraculous that he's still alive. 

The two sentences III each pair here are such that the second sentence 
arguably derives from the first. Note here that the second sentence in each 
pair is slightly more natural than the first so that being is more often than 
not deleted from the first sentence. Note further that being may be deleted 
here because of its extreme semantic Ie.vity , which is in line with the weight
over-length principle . 

It is interesting to note here that be is sometimes less likely to be deleted 
in its existential sense than in its copular sense. Let us consider the follow-
ing paraphrase pairs . 

(72) a . She seems to be asleep. 
b. She seems <p asleep. 

(73) a. She seems to be abroad . 
b. *She seems <p abroad. 

Note that be is a mere copula in (72a) while it has the fairly contentive 
meaning of "exist" in (73a) so that it is semantically heavier in the latter 
than in the former. Thus we can say that the copular be here may be 
deleted on account of its extreme semantic levity while the existential be 
may not because of its slightly greater weight. This is again in keeping with 
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the weight-over-Iength principle. 
Note in this connection that to is deleted along with be in the derivation 

of (72b) from (72a) whi le it is not deleted along with being in the derivation 
of (71 b) from (71a). This may be because the infini tive-marking to in (72a) 
is extre mely light of sema ntic content while the directional to in (71a) is not 
quite as light thereof. If correct, this is also in line with the weight-over
length principle. Note incidentally that to is referentially more concrete and 
thus semantically heavier as a directional preposition than as an infinitive 
marker (See our comments on (11) in 1.1. ) . 

It may be in o rder here to point out that the de letion of (to) be may 
sometimes entail a substantial change in meaning. For " I fo und him to be 
dead" is definite ly different in meaning from " I found him '" dead." 

It is like be in that it is also deletion-prone because of its semantic levity. 
Let us consider the following sentences, where it is optional. 

(74) a. He made (it) clear that he would run for mayor. 
b. He made (it) plai n that he would run for mayor. 
c. (It) being Christmas, the offices were closed . 

I1 may be dele ted here beca use of its semantic levity , which IS 111 line with 
the weight-over-Iength principle. 

Sentences such as the fo llowing may involve a simi larly motiva ted il
deletion in their derivational history. 

(75) a. As '" was usual, he woke up at five. 
b. As '" so often happens, the machine is out of order again . 
c. Spend this money as you see '" fit. 

In each sentence here , we may quite plausibly posit an underlying it for the 
slot ma rked with "'. We may argue that this underlying it is so light of 
semantic content that it is deleted obligatorily in the process of deep-to
surface mapping here . 

The idiomatic as is, as exemplified in (76) below, may also undergo a 
similar it-deletion in the course of its deriva tion . 

(76) We bought the table as '" is. 

We are suggesting here that (76) probably derives from "We bought the 
table as it is" and that it is dele ted in the course of deep-to-surface mapping 
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on account of its semantic levity. 
Note that expressions such as as soon as possible may involve the simul

taneous deletion of it and be. For as soon as possible, for one, quite plau
sibly derives from as soon as it is possible. Needless to say, this deletion 
should also be a consequence of the weight-over-Iength principle. 

The weight-over-length principle can a lso help explain the derivation of 

please, as exemplified in (77) below. 

(77) Come this way, please. 

The adverbial please here derives from if you please, which in turn derives 
from if it please(j) you. Note that the words deleted in the derivational 
process here are a ll light of semantic content so that the deletion here is 
arguably a consequence of the weight-aver-length principle . In 3.6., we will 
come back to the derivation of if you please from if it please(s) you (See 
(225». 

The weight-over-Iength principle can also help explain the derivation of 
how come, as exemplified in the question below. 

(78) How com e you ' re so late ? 

This sentence apparently derives from something like "How does it come 
(aboUl) that you're so late?" Assuming that this derivation is correct, we can 
see that the words deleted tn th e derivationa l process he re are all light of 
inherent semantic content. Thus the deletion here is also apparently a con
sequence of the weight-over-length principle. 

General-purpose words often undergo de letion on account of their inher
ent semantic lev ity, which is also in line with the weight-over-Iength princi
ple. In support of this contention, we may cite the following sentences, in 
which the parenthesized words may be de leted. 

(79) a. I must (go) away . 
b. Truth will (come) out. 
c. This is (the place) where I work. 
d. That's (the time) when I ca lled him. 
e. What's (the mallcr) with you?~ 

" In 2.6 . . wc wi ll discuss another reason for the deletion of the maller jn connection with 

(122b). 
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Let us turn our attention now to collocational lightening of information as 
a trigger for delet io n. Let us begi n ou r discussion here with the following 
sentences. 

(80) a . Where did you park (your car)? 
b. He craned (h is neck) for a be tter view . 

In e ithe r sente nce here , the verb collocates with the object so customarily 
that , given the ve rb, the object is predictable. Thus the object here is a lmost 
empty of information content so that it may be deleted in accordance with 
the weight-over-Iength principle. 

Collocational lighteni ng of information is also responsible for the deletion 
illustrated by the first member of each sentence pair below. 

(8 1) a . Jack jumped (over) the fence. 
b. Jack jumped under the fence . 

(82) a. Jack climbed (up) the hill. 
b. Jack climbed down the hill. 

(83) a. Jack fled (from) the country . 
b . Jack fled 10 the coun try. 

The co llocat ional link between verb and preposition is so close in the first 
se ntence of each pair here that , given the verb, the preposi tion is predict
able. O n the ot her hand, this is not the case in the second sentence of the 
sa me pair. T hus the prepositio n is light enough to be de leted in the first 
sente nce of each pair here, but no t in the second. Note tha t this is all in line 
wit h the weight-over-Iength principle. 

Co lloca tional lightening of info rmation a lso triggers the deletion exempli
fied by the following sentences. 

(84) a. The butcher(,s (shop)) is over there. 
b. I met her at the florisl('s (shop)). 

The occupat io nal no uns butcher('s) and florisl('s) collocationally presuppose 
the locat ive no un shop here. Thus shop is extremely light of information 
content here so that it may be deleted . Incidentally, the genitive -'s may 
also be deleted alo ng with shop here because it is also extremely ligh t of 
information content. Note that both these de le tions accord with the weight
ove r-length principle. Incide ntally , a similar dele tion must be involved in the 
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derivation of Parkinson's and Alzheimer's from Parkinson 's disease and 
A lzheimer's disease respectively . 

The followin g sen te nce a lso illustrates a sim il ar deletion of a locative noun 
triggered by collocational presuppositio n. 

(85) We met al Bill's (house). 

Note that at Bill's collocationally presupposes the locative noun house here 
in such a way that house is extremely light of information content. Thus 
house may be de leted here in accordance with the weight-over- Iength princi
p le. Notc incidentally that the loca tive preposition at, along with the geni
tive -'s, pl ays a key role in collocation a lly presupposi ng house here. It may 
be because of this role that -'s may not be dele ted he re while it may be in 
(84). 

The derivation of most nat ionality I language no uns also invo lves deletion 
due to collocational lightening of information. Let us consider the following 
paraphrase pairs. 

(86) a. He speaks the Korean language. 
b. He speaks rp Korean rp 

(87) a. He's a Korean cillzen. 
b. He's a Korean rp . 

Korean collocationally presupposes language in (86a) and citizen in (87a). 
Nore that collocation ally presupposed nouns here and elsewhere are shared 
by a number of similar compounds while collocationally presupposing nouns 
or adjectivals are not thus shared. As a result , presupposed nouns are quasi 
suffixal wh ile presupposing nouns or adjectivals are stems of sorts. Thus 
language and citizen here are light of information content so that they may 
be deleted while Korean may not , which is in line with the weight-over
length principle . Incidenta ll y, the language noun Korean in (86b) does away 
with (he because of its status as a firmly established proper noun . 

A si mila r explanat ion applies to the de letion exem plified by the follow ing 
sentences. 

(88) a. Medicare is for the aged (people). 
b. We admire (he sublime (thing(s)) in art. 
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The adjectives here are such that they collocationally presuppose the nouns 
they premodify. Besides, the nouns are light of inherent semantic content in 
that they are general-purpose words . Thus they are informationally so light 
that they may be deleted in accordance with the weight-over-Iength prin
ciple . 

The derivation of many de-adjectival nouns can be similarly accounted 
fo r. Let us consider the following paraphrase pai rs . 

(89) a. We crossed the Rocky Mountains. 
b. We crossed the Rockies rp . 

(90) a . We crossed the Pacific Ocean. 
b. We crossed the Pacific rp. 

(91) a. He isn't a homosexual person. 
b. He isn't a homosexual rp. 

Needless to say, the derivation of the Ohio from the Ohio River goes 
through the same process although Ohio here is not exactly of adjectival 
origin. 4 

Note at this point that the quasi-suffixal nature of collocation ally presup
posed nouns throws light on the derivation of the second word in each pair 
below from the first. 

(92) a. smoking car -+ smoker 
b. dining car -+ diner 
c. washing machine -+ washer 
d. drying machine -+ dryer 

Note that -ing + car/ machine is quasi-suffixal here and thus light of in
formation content so that it may be shortened to a bona fide suffix, i.e. -er. 
This is a ll in keeping with the weight-over-length principle . 

A current English usage provides us with the following example of dele
tion due to collocational lightening of information . 

(93) Driving under the influence (of alcohol) is dangerous. 

4As we shall see in connection with our discussion of (123) in 2.6., a proper-name-final noun 
such as River here may be deleted only when the proper name is sufficiently familiar to the 
interlocutors. 
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Driving under the influence of alcohol is an issue of such universal concern 
today that it is familiar to most of us. Thus driving under the influence has 
come to collocationally presuppose of alcohol for most of us. As a result , of 
alcohol has become informationally so light here that it may be deleted. 
Once again this is a consequence of the weight-over-length principle. 

The notion of co llocational presupposit ion can also help explain the 
optional deletion in informal English of is concerned from as far as X is 
concerned, especially when X is long and thus heavy. Note that as far as 
collocationally presupposes is concerned here so that is concerned is very 
light of information content. Thus is concerned is light enough to get deleted 
here in accordance with the weight-aver-length principle. Note also that X is 
heavier than is concerned so that as far as X is concerned violates the 
weight-aver-order principle to be discussed in 3.0. Thus the deletion of is 
concerned here has the effect of rendering the expression as a whole more 
observant of the weight-aver-order principle also. 

Parts of words may also be deleted under the influence of the weight
over-length principle, as can be seen from the examples below. 

(94) a. because ---+ 1> 'cause 
b. afraid --+ ~ 'fraid 

Both be- and a- are light of semantic contem in that they are etymologically 
affixaL Thus they may be deleted in rapid speech, which is in line with the 
weight-over-Iength principle . 

The derivation of the second word from the first in each pair below 
involves a similar deletion. 

(95) a. disport 1> sport 
b. display --+ 1> splay 
c. expend --+ ~ spend 

Note that dis- and ex- are affixal here so that they are light enough to be 
deleted. Note also that the last segment of the prefix, i.e. /s/ is not deleted 
here probably because it serves to distinguish the resulting word from the 
stem of the source word that often occurs as a free from or from its 
homonym. That is, /s/ does not get deleted in the derivation of, say , sport 
from disport probably because it is needed to set sport apart from port. 

Sometimes a segmental sound may be deleted from a word even though it 
is not (part of) an affix. Let us consider the two examples below. 
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(96) a. Acadian vs. rp Cajun 
b. prohibit I pr~hfbitl vs. prohibition Ipr;}(h)ibff~n l 

The initial vowel in Acadian is atonic, ~.e. gets maxim ally weak stress. Thus 
it is phonologically light so that it may be deleted and give rise to Cajun, a 
by-form of Acadian. Speaking of (96b), (the inherently light) h is pre-atonic 
in prohibition and pretonic in prohibit so that it is lighter in the former than 
in the latter. Thus h may delete in prohibition, but not normally in prohibit. 
Note that both instances of deletion here are in line with the weight-over
length principle. 

Note in this connection that we can explain in a principled way why a is 
in free variation with an in the following paraphrase pair. 

(97) a. a historical novel 
b. an historical novel 

Note that h here is pre-atonic so that it is light enough to be optionally 
deleted . As a result, h here mayor may not be mute so that we get a with 
the non-mute h and an with the mute h. Thus the weight-over-Iength princi
ple sheds interesting light on the free variation between the two forms of 
the indefinite article here. 

I hl is such a light sound that it is often deleted in the wh-sequence so that 
we often end up with free variation between I hw I and / w I in words such 
as the following. 

(98) a . when I hwen l or I wen l 
b. what I hwatl or I wat l 

The wh-sequence here is more likely to retain its Ih / when the wh-word in 
question receives emphasis than when it does not. For example, "What?" is 
highly likely to retain its I hl when it expresses a high degree of surprise or 
dubiety . For the high degree of surprise or dubiety here would render 
"What?" semantically and thus phonologically heavy . 

On the other hand, the wh-sequence is high ly likely to lose its I h l when it 
is pre-atonic, as in the words below . 

(99) a. whenever 
b. whatever 
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Our examples from (96b) on clearly show that a {ne-atonic / h / is morc 
likely to be deleted than a pretonic one_ O ther consonants a lso lighten 
pre-atonically , but they normally stop short of outright deletion on account 
of their greater in herent weight- For example, I t I is lighter in better than in 
deter, but even the lighter / t/ here does not get deleted . Note that all 
instances of consonant lightening here are in line with the weight-over
length principle. . 

It may be in order here to point out that equi-NP deletion and most 
other types of deletion are also in line with the weight-aver-length principle. 
We have excluded them from consideration here merely on account of space 
limitations. 

2.5. The Derivational Factor 

Derivational weight is such that it increases in proportion to the number 
of deriva tional stages involved. Derivational weight, thus definable, plays a 
major role in determining the length of linguistic elements, especially on the 
lexical level. Let us consider the two word sets below_ 

(100) a. derive, derivation, de rivational, derivationally 
b. esta blish , estab li shment, establishmentarian, establi shmentar

ianism 

We C~Hl see quite clearly here that derivat ionally heavier words tend to be 
longer than their derivation ally lighter counterparts, which accords with the 
weight-aver-length principle. 

Note in this connection th at an increment in derivational weight is predi
cated upon a corresponding increment in seman tic weight. Thus semantica lly 
heavier words are derivationally heavier also, as can be seen from the fol
lowing pairs of nouns . 

(101) a. command vs. commandment 
b. laugh vs. laughter 
c. bed vs. bedding 

Note that the second member of each pair here is se mantically heavier th an 
the first in that the second member denotes something grander, more com
prehensive, or more co llective than the first. Thus we can say that de riva-
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tional weight is a function of semantic weight. 
Assuming that inflection is a kind of derivation , we can explai ll why the 

second member of each word pal' below is longer than the first. 

(102) 3. boy vs. boys 
b. John vs. John's 
c. our vs. ours 
d. my vs . min.e 
e. talk vs. talked 
f. say vs. saying 

The second member of each pair here is semantically and thus "derivational
Iy" heavier than the first. Thus the second member here is longer than the 
first in accordance with the weight-over-Iength principle . 

Note that the following pairs are similarly explainable . 

(103) a . this vs. these 
b. that vs. those 

The second member of either pair here is longer than the first in that the 
former has a longer vowel than the latter. This is a consequence of the fact 
that the second member is semantically and thus "derivationally" heavier 
than the fi rst. 

Inflectional weight sometimes translates into length in such a sllbtle way 
that its effect on length is not always readily observable. Let us take the 
following word pairs for example. 

(104) a. sing vs. sang 
b. sit vs . sat 
c. get vs. got 
d. see vs. saw 

Note that the vowel is lower in the past-tense form than in the present-tense 
form in each pair here . Since, other things being equal , a lower vowel is 
longe r than a higher vowel, the past-tense form is longei than the present
tense form in each pair above. Note that this is in line with the weight-over
length principle. For the past-tense form is heavier than the present-tense 
form here in that the former comprises the base form of the verb in ques
tion plus the past-tense marker while the latter comprises just the base 
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form . 

Note at this point that an inflectiona l suffi x is norma ll y less conducive to 
length than is a (bona fi de) deriva tiona l suffix. As a consequence, the aver
age inflectio nal suff ix is shorter than the average derivationa l suffix. This is 
e vide nt ly beca use an in fl ect ional suffix normall y carries less semantic weight 
t han a deriva tional suffix. Note that al l thi s i ~ in line with the weight-over
le ngth principle. 

2.6. The Extralinguistic Factor 

We have thus fa r focused on int ra linguistic weight as it bears on the 
le ngth of linguistic e le ments . As it happens, ext ralinguistic weight affects 
linguistic length just as much as does intra linguistic weight. Le t us begin ou r 
di scussion he re by considering the fOllowing exchange. 

( LOS) A: May I speak to Bob , please? 
B: I'm sorry, but he isn' t in cp right now. 

The particle in he re is short for in the house, in the office, or the like, as the 
case may be . Note that the house, the office, or the like refers to the 
imm edia te context o f speech so that it is ve ry light of informatio n content. 
T hus we may say tha t in the house. in the office, or the like shortens to in 
he re as a consequence of the we ight-ove r-Ie ngth principle. 

Express io ns of he re and now a re especia lly susceptible to deletion due to 
ex tra linguisti c lightening of info rmation . Le t us conside r the fo llowing para
phrase pairs. 

(106) a . It 's ra1l1mg now. 
b. It 's ra ining cp . 

(107) a. It 's ra ining here. 
b. It's ra1l1111g cp . 

All the sentences he re refer to the rain falling he re and now so that here 
and now must be present in the ir deep structures in o ne fo rm or ano the r. 
Note he re that here and now re fe r to the immediate context of speech and 
are thus light of info rm ation content so that they are no rmally deleted in the 
process of deep-to-surface mapping. However, they are not de leted when 
they are weighted with specia l e mphasis such as contrasti ve emphasis. Thus 
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normally (106a) contrasts now with some other time while (107a) contrasts 
here with some other place. On the other hand, (106b) and (107b) imply no 
such contrast. Thus the use vs. non-use of here and now in examples such as 
(106) and (107) above is governed by the weight-over-Iength principle. 

Note in this connecton that the following two sentences constitute a para

phrase pair. 

( 108) a . The postman hasn't been here yet. 
b. The postman hasn't been </> yet. 

The second sentence here arguably derives from the first via here-deletion. 
As already noted, here is so closely context-bound that it is light enough to 
allow deletion , that is , provided that no contrast is intended between here 
and somewhere else . Thus the derivation of (108b) from (108a) is arguably a 
consequence of the weight-over-Iength principle . 

It is interesting to note here that time expressions tend to get shorter in 
proportion to their referential proximity to the present. Let us take the 
following time expressions for example . 

( 109) a. today , yesterday , tomorrow 
b. the day before yesterday, the day after tomorrow 

(110) a. this week, last week , next week 
b. the week before last , the week after next 

In either (109) or (110), the first set of expressions refers to points in time 
closer to the present and thus to the immediate context of speech than does 
the second set. Thus the expressions in the first set are information ally 
lighter than those in the second set so that the former assume shorter forms 
than the latter in line wi th the weight-over-Iength principle . 

Other express ions also tend to get shorter in proportion to their referen
tia l proximity to the immediate context of speech. Let us take the following 
word pairs for example. 

(Ill) a. this vs. th at 
b . here vs. there 

The proximal this and here are informationally lighter than their respective 
dista l counterparts, i.e . that and there. Thus the former should be phono
logically shorter than the latter if the weight-over-Iength principle is to be 
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validated here. This in fact turns out to be the case . For this is sho rter than 
that in that I is l is shorter than het l whereas here is shorter than there in 
that I hi l is shorter than I Qc /. Note here that l il , I sl , I h l , and l il are 
shorter than 1 a; /, It l , 101, and I cl respectively. 

Another interesting example of shortening due to context-bound informa
tion lightening has to do with the usages of B. C. and A. D ., as illustrated by 
the paraphrase pairs below. 

(112) a. She was bo rn in 1960 B.C. -+ *She was born in 1960 <p . 
b. ?She was born in A. D. 1960_ --+ She was born in </> ] 960. 

Note that B. C. is obligatory while A . D. is normally omitted. In our terms , 
this is because B. C. is referentially much further removed from the presen t 
and thus much heavier than is A.D. Incidentally , A.D. 1960 is perfectly 
acceptable when used, say, in contrast with 1960 B.C. Needless to say, A. D. 
is justified here beca use of the additional semantic weight it receives from 
the contrastive emphasis. A. D. is also acceptable when the year in question 
is very far removed from the present, as in "Mt. Vesuvius erupted in A. D. 
79." Note that all these usages are in tune with the weight-aver-length 
principle. 

T he following paraphrase pairs exemplify still anothe r interesting case of 
shortening due to context-pound information lightening. 

( 113) a. was a student 10 the 1960s. 
b. I was a student 111 the '60s . 

(114) a . I was a student 10 1960. 
b. I was a student 10 '60. 

The first two digits in 1960 in ei ther pair here refer to the present century 
a nd are thus light of information content , which is why they may be deleted . 
Note that the first two digits may not normally be deleted from the name of 
any other century than the present one. For they are referentially far re
moved from the present and thus heavy of information content. 

The first two digits may be dele ted from the name of a non-present 
century, however, when the psychological context of speech so dictates. In a 
discussion of the 16th century , for example, we may refer to the 15605 as the 
'60s. To account for cases such as this one, we need a proviso to the effect 
that the context of speech may also be defined in psychological terms. No 
matter how the context of speech is defined , the shortening phenomenon 
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under discussion here is a consequence of the weight-over-Iength principle. 
The apostrophe in the '60s and '60 here is a punctuational trace of sorts 

for their respective longer forms. A bbreviations often leave similar punc
tuational traces behind, as in U. N. for United Nations or in "The p roblem is, 
he is broke" for "The problem is that he is broke." The trace here sometimes 
takes the form of a function word such as the, as in the Hill and the Yard for 
CapilOl Hill and Scotland Yard respectively. Phenomena of this sort are 
dealt with in some detail in Park (in preparation). 

Shortening due to context-bound information lightening plays a crucial 
role in the disambiguation of sentences such as the fo llowing. 

(115) The <P mainland is rich in natural resources. 

If a Chinese on Taiwan says this, the mainland here is most likely to refer to 
the Chinese mainland. If a Hawaiian in Honolulu says the same thing, on 
the other hand, he is most likely to refer to the U .S. mainland . In either 
case, the gentile adjective suppressed or understood here is the one refer
ring to the mainland maximally close to the immediate context of speech. 
Thus the adjective suppressed here is light of information content so that 
the suppression is in line with the weight-over-Iength principle. 

(115) may be differently disambiguated if a psychological context of 
speech intervenes. In a seminar on Chinese affairs, for example, a Hawaiian 
in Honolulu may refer to the Chinese mainland simply as the mainland. 
Chinese may be deleted here because it refers to the immediate psychologi
cal context of speech and is thus light of information content. 

Shortening due to context-bound information lightening is also involved in 
the formation of exophoric pronouns, as can be seen from (116) below. 

(116) a. your interlocutor, i.e. the person who is saying this to you here 
and now -+ I 

b. my interlocutor, i.e. the person I am saying this to here and now 
-+ you 

c. the male person that you and I can see here and now -+ he 
d. the female person that you and I can see here and now -+ she 

The exophoric pronouns on the right-hand side of the arrow are, as it were , 
short for the longer phrases on the left-hand side of the same. The longer 
phrases here refer to people in the immediate context of speech so that they 
are light of information content. Thus they may shorten to their respective 
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pronominal forms in accordance with the weight-over-Iength principle . 
The so-called ambient it is also exophoric and can thus be accounted for 

along similar lines. Let us take for example the ambient it, as used in the 
sentences below. 

(117) a. It is too late. (/1 ="The time now") 
b. It is cold today. (/l= "The ambience") 

Note that in either sentence here it is short for something like the longer 
phrase given in the parentheses as its gloss. Note further that the longer 
phrase here refers to one aspect or another of the immediate context of 
speech. Thus the longer phrase is light of information content so that it may 
shorten to the ambient it in keeping with the weight-over-Iength principle. 

Shortening due to context-bound information lightening also helps explain 
the gap in the following expression to be found on Coca Cola cans. 

(118) Dispose of rf> properly. 

This expression is intended to get Coca Cola consumers to dispose of the 
Coca Cola can properly after consuming its contents. It is thus short for the 
longer expression "Dispose of the can properly." Note that the can, if re
tained, would be on the can itself so that it would be of minimal weight 
informationally . It is thus highly redundant and may be deleted in accord
ance with the weight-over-length principle. 

Block language abounds in examples of shortening due to context-bound 
information ligh tening . Used mostly in signs and titles, block language com
prises phrases such as the following. 

(119) a . Exit 
b . Keep Out 
c. For Sale 
d. Das Kapital 

All these expressions are short for longer expressions. Exit, for one, is short 
for something like "This is the exit, " of which "This is the ... " is suppressed 
because it refers to the immediate context of speech and is thus light of 
information content. Needless to say , the other phrases in (119) can also be 
accounted for in a similar way. 

Terse commands such as the following also illustrate shortening due to 
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context-bound information lightening. 

(120) 3. Out! 
b. On your feet! 

Note that an underlying verb is understood in each of these commands. This 
underlying verb is most likely one of locomotion such as get , which is light 
of i-lhcren t semantic content. Note that this verb is also closely context
bounu and thus gets even lighter of content here so that it may be deleted 
altogether. We can say exactly the same thing about "This way/", which is 
arguably short for "Come this way!" 

Not just verbs of locomotion but other lightweight verbs also are prone to 
deletion. This is especially the case when the verbs are tightly context
bound, as in the following terse commands. 

(121) a. Louder, please. 
b. In English, please. 
c. One more time, please. 

All these commands presuppose an underlying verb of saying or doing such 
as say or do , which is light of inherent semantic content. This underlying 
verb gets its semantic weight further lightened because it is tightly context
bound . Thus the ultimate deletion of this verb here is in line with the 
weight-over-Iength principle. 

The following sentences illustrate another interesting case of deletion trig
gered by context-bound information lightening. 

(122) a. Please give him my best (wishes). 
b. What's (the matter) with you? 

We say " Please give him my best ~"only when it is clear from the context 
that we wish to send the referent of him our greetings via the addressee. 
Thus the expression wishes, regards, or greetings is contextually presupposed 
so that it is light enough to be deleted. We also use "What's ~ with you?" 
only when it is contextually clear that something is wrong or the matter with 
the referent of you. Thus the expression wrong or the matter is contextually 
presupposed so that it is light enough to be deleted. Note here that both 
these instances of deletion are in line with the weight-over-Iength principle. 

General or institutional familiarity also plays a role in shortening due to 
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context-bound information lighten ing. Let us take the following paraphrasc 
pair for example . 

(123) a. the Philippine Islands 
b. the Philippines 

The Philippine Islands as a geographic / political enti ty is familiar to most 
ed ucated people in the world so that it is generally or institutionally fami liar 
to most of us. As a result, Philippine collocat ionally presupposes Island so 
tha t the latter is very ligh t of information content. Th us the Philippine 
Islands normCllly shortens to the Philippines in accordance with the weight
over-lengt h principle . 

Note at this point that a sim ilar shortening is blocked when the referent in 
quest ion is not yet institutionally fam iliar enough. For example, the Taebaek 
Mountains may not normCllly shorten to the Taebaeks in an article for a 
non-Korean reade rship at first mention at least. For the Korean mo untain 
chain in question is not at a ll familiar to such a readership so that its name 
is heavy of information content. 

Note in this connection that abbreviations in general presuppose the hear
e r-reader's institutiona l famili ar-ity with their referents. Let us take for ex
ample the acronym CU, as used in the following parpa hrase pair. 

(124) a . Ceorgetown University overlooks the Potomac river. 
b. C U overlooks the Potomac River. 

Note that CU is not normally used unless the hearer-reader is institutionall y 
familiar with its refere nt. Thus we may say that Ceorgelowll Universily may 
be abbreviated to G U only when it is quite familiar to the interlocutors so 
that it is sufficiently light of information content. This is all in keeping with 
the weight-over-Ie ngth principle. 

It is interesting that overly long names are almost always abbrev iated to 
shorte r forms provided that they are reasonably fami liar. Let us consider the 
following pa raphrase set. 

(125) a. He's from the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. 
b. He's from the Soviet Union. 
e. He's from Ihe U.S.S.R. 
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Although all these three sentences are perfectly gammatical, the first is less 
natural than the second or the third . Thus the Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics, which is referentially familiar to us , is almost always abbreviated 
to either the Soviet Union or the U. S. S. R_ The nearly obligatory abbrevia
tion of the University of California at Los Angeles to UCLA is amenable to 
a similar explanation. 

3. Weight and Order 

3.0. The Weight-Over-Order Principle 

Weight plays a pivotal role in determining the order in which linguistic 
elements occur. The weight-over-order principle given below captures this 
role of weight as a determinant of order . 

THE HEAVIER A LINGUISTIC ELEMENT IS, THE LATER IT TENDS 
TO OCCUR; CONVERSELY, THE LIGHTER A LINGUISTIC ELEMENT 
IS , THE EARLIER IT TENDS TO OCCUR. 

Assuming that light elements are generally easier to process than heavy 
ones, we can say that this principle ensures an easy-to-difficult processing of 
linguistic signals .5 

3.1. Adjectivals 

Adjectivals are generally heavier of content as postmodifiers than as pre
modifiers. For postmodifiers tend to carry new information while premodi
fiers tend to carry given information. It is also generally the case that 
premodifying adjectivals are lighter of content than the nominal elements 
they modify while it is the other way around with postmodifying adjectivals. 
This is all in line with the weight-over-order principle . 

Nominal elements do not normally allow premodification when they are 
(definitely) lighter than the adjectivals that modify them_ Let us consider the 
following paraphrase pairs_ 

51n postpositional languages like Korean , heavy elements often precede light elements so that 
language processing often proceeds from difficult to easy elements . Which of the two types of 
processing is more efficient is open to question. 

Incidentally, it is in line with the weight-over-order principle that in English governors such 
as prepositions precede their respective governees. 
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( 126) <l. 1 know someone Ilice. 
b. *1 know lIIee someone. 

( 127) a. Anything new? 
b. *New OilY thing? 

Note that someone and anythinl-: arc pronouns while nice and new are adjec
tives so that the former arc function wo rds while the la tte r are content 
words. Thus someone and anything arc (definitely) lighte r of content tha n 
nice and new respectively so that the adjectives here must follow the pro
nouns in accordance with the wei ght -over-order principle.(' 

Note paren t heticall y that something in the sentence be low is only 
appare ntly a pronou n . 

( 128) Here 's (j /jl/ le something for you. 

Something here is a noun in that it has the nominal contentive meaning of 
"a thing of some va lue such as a present. '· Thus it is a content word so that 

it is fairly heavy of semantic content. Besides , hI/le here is light of semantic 
content so that it comfortably premodifies something in accordance with the 
weight-ove r-order principle. 

The paraphrase pair bel ow illust rates another inte resting example of post
modification that can be ex plained in terms of the weight-over-order prin
ciple. 

(12Y) a. This has been the custom he re since time immemorial. 
b. *This has been the custom here since immemorial time. 

The general-purpose noun time is sema ntically much lighter than immemo
rial so that time always precedes immemorial in the se t phrase since time 
immemorial or ji-om time immemorial. Note that this is in line with the 
weight-over-orde r principl e. 

Note in thi s connection that immemorial may not postmodify a noun if 
the noun is fairly heavy of semantic conte nt. Let us take the following 
paraphrase pair for exa mple. 

"Note th a t lIice and IICW here modify 'OIlC' and -{iliIlM respective ly . rather than some- a nd 

(llIy- . Thus the postmudification he re may se rve the additional purpose of minimizi ng the 

ciistance between moci ifier a nd modified . 
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(130) a. *This is a custom immemorial. 
b. This is an immemorial custom. 

Custom here is arguably more contentive and thus heavier than immemorial 
so that (130b) , but not (BOa), is in line with the weight-over-order prin
ciple. 

When a noun is about the same weight as the adjective that modifies it , it 
often allows both pre- and postmodification , as in (131) bel0w. 

(131) a. In years past , they never would have done that. 
b. In past years , they never would have done that. 

Note that neither sentence here actively violates the we ight-over-order prin
cip le so that both are in line therewith . 

Note here that past may no t postmodify a noun if it is definitely lighter 
than the noun . T hus (132b) be low, but not (132a), is grammatica l. 

(132) a . *His successes past are undeniable. 
b . His past successes are undeniable. 

Su.ccesses here is defini te ly heavier than past so that (132b) , but not (132a), 
is in line with the we ight-over-order principle. 

T he re is ofte n a sema ntic difference betwee n pre- and postmodification 
when bo th a re a ll owed, as in (133) below. 

(133) a. Newburg lo bste r ( = lobster in / from Newburg) 
b. lobster Newburg (= lobster a la Newburg) 

Note that Newburg is semantically heavier in (133b) than in (133a) . Note 
a lso that Newburg is heavier of content than lobster in (133b) while it is the 
other way around in (133a). Thus both expressio ns he re fol low the we ight
ove r-order principle . 

The difference in word order between the two expressions be low can be 
explained along similar lines. 

(134) a. proper ethics ( = correct e thics) 
b. et hics proper ( = ethics in the strict sense of the word) 
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The following pair of noun phrases may also be similarly accou nted for. 

(135) a. Korean things (=products of Korea) 
b. things Korean (=things characteristic of Korea) 

The general-purpose noun things is arguably heavier in Korean things than 
in things Korean in that it is referentially more concrete in the former than 
in the latter. Besides, Korean here is semantically heavier in things Korean 
than in Korean things . Furthermore, things is arguably heavier than Korean 
in Korean things while it is the other way around in things Korean . Thus 
both noun phrases here are in line with the weight-over-order principle. 

The weight-over-order principle is also apparently instrumental in explain
ing the historical development of (136a) below into (136b). 

(l36) a. martial court 
b. court martial 

Martial is fairly heavy of inherent semantic content so that it is at least as 
heavy as, if not heavier than , court. Besides, the original term martial court 
was used in contradistinction to (ciYilian) court so that martial received 
considerable contrastive emphasis. As a result , martial became much heavier 
than court quite early on so that they ended up trading place.s, giving rise to 
the contemporary term court martial. Note that this change took place 
under the pressure of the weight-over-order principle. 

The weight-over-order principle can also help explain why apparent is 
post positive in the following expression. 

(137) heir apparent 

Note that apparent is far heavier of semantic content in heir apparent than 
in apparent heir. Besides, heir apparent contrasts with heir presumptive so 
that in (137) apparent gets contrastive stress and is thus much heavier than 
heir. Thus apparent postmodifies heir in (137) in accordance with the 
weight-over-order principle. 

The weight-over-order principle a lso throws light on the postpositive ad
jectivals in expressions such as the following. 

(138) a. lvan the Terrible 
b. John F. Kennedy, lr. 
c. John the Baptist 
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The adjectivals here serve to set apart the bearers of the names in question 
from a ll other persons of the same names. Thus the adjectivals receive 
contrastive emphasis so that they are semantically heavier than the names 
they modify. AS .3 result, the adjectivals here are postpositive in accordance 
with the weight-aver-order principle. 

The following paraphrase pairs also show that adjectivals pre- or postmod
ify nouns, depending on thei r weight relative to the nouns they modify . 

(139) a. Rockefeller University 
b . 'the University of Rockefeller 

(140) a. ? William and Mary College 
b. the College of William and Mary 

Note that human nouns are generally lighter of information content than 
non-human nouns in that the forme r are referentially closer to us humans 
than the latter. Thus Rockefeller University follows the weight-over-order 
principle while the University of Rockefeller does not. Note that even the 
add ition of of to Rockefeller does not render the adject ival here heavier 
than the noun it modifies, which apparently indicates that human nouns are 
very light of content. 

Note that William and Mary , although human in reference, is rather 
heavy of content in that it is a coordinated noun phrase. In fact , it is slightly 
heavier than college here so that (140a) is not quite in line with the weight
over-order principle while (140b) is perfectly in line therewith. 

Note in this connection that (141) below is similar in nature to (139) 
above. 

(141) a. John's head 
b. ' the head of John 

The human noun John is informationally lighter than the non-human noun 
head so that John 's head follows the weight-over-order principle while the 
head of John does not. 

Suppose that we replaced John with John the Baptist in (141b). Then we 
would get the following phrase, which is perfectly grammatical. 

(142) the head of John [he Baptist 
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Note that the Baptist adds considerably to the we ight of John so that (142), 
unlike (14Ib), complies with the weight-over-order principle. 

Note at this point that clausal modifiers normall y postmodify nouns be
cause clauses are structurally heavier than nouns. r ncidentally, we count 
prepositional phrases as clauses for our purposes here because prepositions 
and their compleme nts are arguabl y verbs and their objects respectively. 
Thus we may say that asleep, galore, and other adj ectives that origi nate in 
prepositional phrases norm all y p05tmodify nouns because they are structur
ally heavier than the no uns. 

3.2. Adverbials 

When two or more adverbia ls co-occur, they tend to occur in ascending 
order of weight , which is exactly the opposite of what happens in postposi
tiona l languages like Korean. Let us consider the following paraphrase 
paIrs. 

(143) <l. 1 was born in Seoul, Korea . 
b . * I was born in Korea, Seoul. 

(144) a. r was bo rn in January , 1960. 
b. *1 was born in 1960, January . 

Note that Korea and 1960 he re a re rcfe rentiall y larger and thus semantica ll y 
heavier than Seoul and January respectively. Thus the grammatica l sen
tences here are those that follow the weight-ove r-order principle while the 
ungram mat ical ones a rc those that do not. 

The weight-over-order principle can a lso he lp ex plain why (145a) below. 
but not (145b) , is grammatica l. 

(145) a. 1 did tha t every day last week . 
b. *1 did that last week every day_ 

A week is a larger unit of tim e than a day so that (145a), but not (145b) , is 
in line wi th the weight-ove r-order principle, which is why the former is 
grammatica l while the latter is not. 

It is interesting that the weight-over-order principle a lso throws light on 
why (146a) below, but not (146b) , is grammatical. 
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(146) a . Today is Tuesday, May 2. 
b. *Today is May 2, Tuesday . 

A month is superordina te to a week so that a day of the month is referen
ti all y larger and thus semantically heavier than a day of the week . Thus May 
2 here is semantically (as well as structurally) heavier than Tuesday so that 
(146a) , but not (146b), complies with the weight-over-order principle, which 
is why the former, but not the latter , is grammatical. Incidentally, May 2 
puts more we ight on 2 than on May while 2 May puts more weight on May 
than on 2 so that both expressions comply with the weight-aver-order prin
ciple. 

Note at this point that, other things being equal, a time adverbial is 
refcrenlially superord inate to, and thus semantically heavier than, a place 
adverbial. This is why the first sentence below is grammatical while the 
second is not. 

(147) a. I was born in Korea in 1960. 
b. *1 was born in 1960 in Korea. 

3.3. Subjects vs. Predicates 

T he average E nglish sentence begins with a subject that is light of con
tent. It then proceeds to a predicate that is heavy of content. T hus it 
proceeds from a typically ligh t subject to a typically heavy predicate, which 
is in line with the weight-aver-order principle. 

Reflect ive of this ge neral preference for light subjects is the frequent 
occurrence in the subject slot of human noun phrases, including pronouns 
and propcr no uns . Since human noun phrases are referentially more familiar 
to us and thus in forma tionally lighter than non-human noun phrases, this is 
apparently in line with the weight-aver-order principle. Note in this connec
tion that the subject choice hierarchy of Fillmore (1968) also arguably fol
lows from the weigh t-ave r-order principle. Rephrased in our te rms , the 
hierarchy says roughl y: "The more referentially human a noun phrase is, the 
more like ly it is to fill the subjeci. slot in an active sentence ." We assume 
here that the agentive case role is referentially more human than the in
strumental case role , which in turn is more so than the objective case role. 

Heavy subjects are maximally avoided because they pose something of a 
problem fo r the weight-aver-order principle . Let us consider the following 
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paraphrase pair. 

(148) a. en A book is on the table . 
b. There's a book on the ta ble . 

The indefi nite noun phrase a book is informationall y heavy in that it 
carries new information . T he verb phrase is on the table is a light predicate 
in that is is a ligh tweight verb and tha t the definite noun phrase the table 
carries o ld information. Thus the subject is slightly heavier of information 
content than the predicate in (148a), which is out of line with the weight
over-order principle . 

Note that (148a) is often repaired to (148b) by shunting a book in back of 
is and fill ing the subject slot with the existential there, which is virtuall y 
empty of meaning. T hus in (148b) the subject is much lighter than the 
predicate , which is in line with the weight-over-order principle . 

Informationally heavy indefini te subject noun phrases may also be avoid
ed in other ways, one of which is illustrated by the following paraphrase 

pair. 

(149) a. (?)A lake is near my cottage. 
b. My cottage is near a lake. 

Note that the indefinite a lake is informationally heavier than the definite my 

cottage so that (149b) is more in line with the weight-over-order principle 
than (149a) . Thus (149b) is stylistically superior to (149a) so that we normal
ly repair (149a) to (l49b) , thus avoiding the heavy indefinite noun phrase in 
the subject slot. 

Note that clausal subjects are normally avoided because they are too 
heavy to occupy the subject slot. Let us consider the following paraphrase 
set. 

(150) a. They said that he was a genius. 
b. '" That he was a genius was said. 
c. 11 was said that he was a genius . 

Ordinarily, (150b) should be the passive version of (150a) except that it is 
ungrammatical and thus avoided. Note that (150b) vio lates the weight-over
order principle in that its clausal subject Thai he was a genius is much too 
heavy , in fact, far heavier than its predicate was said. Thus (150b) is often 
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repaired to (lSOc) by means of il-extraposition. Note that (lS0c) is in line 
with the weight-aver-order principle in that its subject it is far lighter than 
its predicate was said that he was a genius. Incidentally , (1S0b) may also be 
repaired to " He was said to be a genius," which also complies with the 
weight-aver-orde r principle. 

The pred icate in (1S0b) is light because the general-purpose verb say is 
light of inherent semantic content. By replacing said with reported and con
f irmed in (lS0b) , we get the following sentences. 

(1SI) a. ?That he was a genius was reported. 
b. (?)That he was a genius was confirmed. 

Note here that confirm is slightly heavier than report, which in turn is 
slightly heavier than say. Thus (151 b) is more in line with the weight-over
order principle than (151a), which in turn is more so than (150b). This is 
why (151b) is more natural than (151a) , which in turn is more natural than 
( 150b). Note here that (15 1b) . though the most natural of the three sen
tences in question, is still slightly odd. This is because the predicate was 
confirmed is still slight ly lighter than the subject That he was a genius, which 
is ou t of line with the weight-aver-order principle. Suppose here that not 
were used to nega te the predicate in either (151a) or (151 b) . Then the 
predicate would ga in considerable weight from this not so that nei ther sen
tence here would violate the weight-aver-order principle any more. Thus 
both "That he was a genius was not reported" and "That he was a gen ius 
was not confirmed" would be perfectly natural. 

Note that it-ex tra posi tion may also be used to re pair the firs t sentence in 
each pair be low to the second. 

(152) a. "That el'erything is fine seems . 
b. It seems tha t everyth ing is fine . 

( 153) a. " That everYlhing is fine appears . 
b . It appea rs that everything is fine. 

(154) <.I. "' Thai everYlhing is fine turns out. 
b. II turns out that everything is fi ne. 

The ungrammatical first sentence in each pair he re violates the weight-over
o rder principle in that the subject is much heavier than the predicate . We 
may repair this first sentence to the second by shunting the problematic 
clausal subject back and putting in its place the explet ive it, which is virtual-
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Iy empty of meaning. Note that the sentence thus repaired is fully in line 
with the weight-aver-order principle. For the subject is now far lighter than 
the predicate. 

The starred sentences in (152) , (153), and (154) may be repaired in a 
different way. We may weight the light predicate here with (to be) true or 
(to be) the case, as in the fo ll owing repaired versions of (152a). 

(155) a. That everything is fine seems (to be) . ue. 
b. That everything is fine seems (to be) the case. 

Note that (to be) true or (to be) the case adds substantial structural weight to 
the predicate here. On account of th is added weight, either reparied version 
here is in line with the weight-aver-order principle, which is why it is per
fectly natural. 

It may very well be the case that either (155a) or (155b) is the ultimate 
source for (152b) . Assuming that this is indeed the case , we may say that (to 
be) true or (to be) the case may be deleted only after it-extraposition has 
applied to (155). If we should follow the derivational route suggested here , 
then the starred (152a) , (153a), and (154a) do not have to be generated in 
the first place. Note that the derivational route suggested here allows the 
deletion of (to be) true or (to be) the case only when it is embedded in an 
unusually long predicate . Thus the deletion here arguably serves the pur
pose of preventing the predicate in question from becoming overly heavy . 

The kind of derivational route suggested in the preceding paragraph 
makes a great deal of sense in that it also throws light on data such as the 
following . 

(156) a. That he is to blame is not the case. 
b. *That he is to blame is not "'. 
c. It is not (the case) that he is to blame . 

We may replace is not here with may be or could be without any change in 
grammaticality judgment. 

Note here that the derivation of the adverbial maybe or could be, as 
exemplified below, also apparently involves a similar deletion of the case or 
true. 

(157) A : Do you think he's to blame? 
B: Maybe. / Could be. 
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Note that Maybe and Could be here may ultimately derive from That may 
be the case and That could be the case respectively. Note further that the 
case here is sentence-final and may still be deleted. This is apparently be
cause the subject itself is light enough to be deleted , in fact, lighter than 
what is left of the predicate after the deletion of the case. In other words , 
the sen tence-final the case may be deleted here apparent ly because it does 
not lead to a violation of the weight-over-order principle. 

Note at this point that the following sentence is a perfectly grammatical 
paraphrase of the ungrammatical (153a). 

(158) That everything is fine is apparent. 

Note th at is apparent is structurally much heavier than appears although 
both are about the same semantic weight. Thus (158) is in line with the 
weight-over-o rder principle while (153a) is not. 

O ur discussion here clearly demonstra tes that English is intolerant of 
ove rl y light predicates, especially when they are lighter than the subjects. 
E ngli sh is, in fact, intolerant of overly light predicates even when they are 
not necessari ly lighter than subjects . Let us take the following paraphrase 
pairs for example. 

(159) a . * He suggested. 
b. He made a suggestion . 

(160) a . ?He sal. 
b. He sal down. 

(161) a. ?He stood. 
b. He stood up . 

(162) a. (?) Bathe. 
b . Take a bath . 

(163) a. (?)Sip. 
b. Have a sip . 

( 164) a. (?)Let's shop. 
b. Let's go shopping. 

(\65) a. ?Butter cuts. 
b . Butter cuts easily. 

Note that the predicate in the first sentence of each pair here is structu·rally 
very light in that it comprises just o ne relatively lightweight verb. O n the 
other ha nd , the predicate in the second sentence of the same pair is heavier 
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by one o r two words. Thus the first sente nce is, as it were , less in line with 
the weight-a ver-order principle than the second. wh ich is why the former is 
less natural than the latter. 

The desire to avoid an excessively light prediate may underlie the use of 
the expletive it with many zero-derived denominal intransitive verbs such as 
those used in the following sentences. 

(166) a. He'd probably take fr ight and leg it. 
b. He decided to foot it , rather than wait for the next bus. 

3.4. Information Focus 

The word that receives the information foc us of a tone unit is informa
tionally heavier than any other word in the same tone unit. This focused 
word normally comes at the end of the tone unit in question, which is in 
line with the weigh t-aver-order principle. Let us consider the following para
phrase pair. 

(167) a. John blamed Mary for (he accident. 
b. John blamed (he accident on Mary. 

(167a) and (167b) would be appropria te as responses to "What did John 
blame Mary for? " and "Who did John blame the accident on?" respectively. 
Thus the information focus is on the accidenl in (167a) and on Mary in 
(167b) so that the two noun phrases are heavier than any other phrase in 
their respective sentences. Note here that Mary and (he accident occur in 
ascending order of weight in either sentence here . Note a lso that the fo
cused noun phrase is sentence-fina l in e ither sentence. All this accords with 
the weight-aver-order principle . 

It is interesting to note here that the focused noun phrase in an activc 
sentence may not become the passive subject. Thus (167) may passivize into 
(168) below, but not into (169). 

(168) a . Mary was blamed for the accident. 
b. The accident was blamed on Mary. 

(169) a. " The accident was blamed Mary for. 
b. *Mary was blamed the accident on. 
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In (168) , the focused noun phrase in the active (source) sentence is sen
tence-final and comes later than the unfocused noun phrase in the active 
(source) sentence . In (169), on the other hand, the focused noun phrase not 
just is not sentence-final but also comes earlier than the unfocused noun 
phrase. T hus the passives in (168) follow the weight-over-order principle 
wh ile those in (169) do not , which is why the fo rmer only are grammatica l. 

Information foc us is also relevant to a discussion of the difference in word 
order between the two sentences below. 

(170) a . She gave John a book. 
b. She gave a book to John. 

The information focus is on a book in (170a) and on John in (170b) so that 
the two noun phrases are heavier than any other phrase in their respective 
sentences. Note here that John and a book occur in ascending order of 
weight in either sentence and also that the focused noun phrase is sentence
final in either sentence. This is , of course , in compliance with the weight
over-order principle . 

Note in this connect ion that , prior to dative movement , the indirect object 
slot is unfocused and thus light so that it favors (inherently light) human 
noun phrases over (inherently heavy) non-human noun phrases. Let us con
sider the fo llowing paraphrase pairs. 

(171) a. Save Mrs. Smith a place. 
b. Save a place for Mrs . Smith. 

(172) a. ?Save the tree a place. 
b. Save a place for the tree. 

The indirect-object slot is filled by a hum an noun phrase in (171 a) and by a 
non-human noun phrase in (l72a) so that (171a) is more in line with the 
weight-over-order principle than (l72a). We may say here that dative move
ment applies optionally to (171a) and obligatorily to (172a), that is, on the 
assumption that the second sentence deriv~s from the first in either pair 
above. This is also in line with the weight-over-order principle. 

Note here that (170) may passivize into (173) below, but not into (174), 
fo r exactly the same reason that (167) may passivize into (168) , but not into 
(169). 
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(173) a. John was given a book. 
b . A book was given to John. 

(174) a. ?A book was given John. 
b . *?John was given a book to. 

On the basis of our discussion in the preceding parapgraphs, we may 
propose a constraint on pas~ivization to the effect that the focused noun 
phrase in an active se ntence may not become subject in its passive version . 
It is significant that this focused noun-phrase constraint follows from the 
we ight-over-order principle. 

The weight-over-order principle can also help explain why the agent by
phrase is absent from most passive sentences. Note that the agent by-phrase 
originates in the active subject, which is normally light of information con
tent. Suppose that this light active subject were retained in a passive sen
tence in the form of an agent by-phrase. Then it would have to come at the 
very end of the pass ive sentence , a position typically reserved for a heavy 
c lement such as the focused nou n p hrase of the sentence. Thus an agent 
by-phrase would normally violate the weight-over-order principle , which is 
apparently the main reason why most passives do away with it. 

Note in this connection that the agen t by-phrase is perfectly natural in the 

followin g excha nge. 

(175) A: Who wrote this essay? 
B: Oh, it was written by John. 

The question in thi s exchange is such that the informati on focus in the 
answer is on the writer of the essay, i.e. o n the active subj ect (If write. 
Be ing the informationally heaviest e le me nt in the a nswer , this active subject 
should ideally take sentence-fin al positio n in one way o r another. Here this 
se ntence-fin a l position is achieved by means of passivization, which puts the 
focused active subject at the tail cnd of the sentence in the form of an agent 
by-phrase . Note that the use of the age nt by-phrase here is in line with the 
weight-over-order principle , not in vio lation thereof. 

It is interest ing that an active subject is somet imes se ntence-fi na l, as in 
the following exchange. 
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(176) A: Says who? 
B: Says me. 

Note that both who and me are subjects here so that they should normally 
be sentence-initial. However , they are focused upon and thus heavier than 
(the inherently light) says in both sentences so that they are both sentence
final in accordance with the weight-over-order principle. 

Note here that the object of says is deleted in (176). We may speculate 
here that the subject is moved back of the verb in both sentences of (176) to 
help fill the vacuum left by the deleted object. Thus we may say that the 
movement of the subject to post-verbal position here is probably triggered 
at least in part by the deletion of the object. As it turns out , deletion often 
appears to trigger inversion . We will come back to deletion as a trigger for 
inversion in connection with our discussion of (191) through (196) as well as 
(218) and (225) . 

Information focus also plays a crucial role in fixing the apparently abnor
mal word order in the following proverbs. 

(177) a. He that mischief hatches, mischief catches. 
b. Early sow, early mow. 
c. First come, first served. 
d . Nothing seek, nothing find. 
e. Nothing crave, nothing have. 

Note that each proverb here comprises two clauses and that the two clauses 
terminate with words that contrast with each other. Thus the clause-final 
words here receive information focus through contrastive emphasis with the 
result that they are the heaviest words in their respective clauses . Seen in 
this light, the clause-finality of the italicized words in (177) is a consequence 
of the weight-over-order principle. We may also note in passing here that 
rhyme may be relevant to a discussion of the clause-finality of the focused 
words in the first two proverbs of (177) . Considering that have used to 
rhyme with crave, we may also argue that rhyme is relevant to the c1ause
finality of the italicized words in the last proverb above . 

A similar explanation is applicable to the clause-finality of I in the follow
ing sentences . 

(178) a . John is hungry, and so'm I. 
b. John isn't hungry , and neither'm I. 
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I here contrasts with John so that it receives information focus. Thus I is the 
heaviest word in the clause in which it occurs so that it is clause-final in 
accordance with the weight-over-order principle. John, on the other hand, is 
clause- initia l because it bears o ld information and is thus light. 

3.5. Flipflop Words 

A f1ipflop word is a lightweight word that varies its position according to 
the weight of a word in its immediate vicinity. A LL, as used in the paraphrase 
pairs below, is a case in point. 

(179) a. They can all come and see us. 
b. ?They all can come and see us. 

(180) a. *They hope all to come and see us. 
b. They all hope to come and see us . 

Note that all is slight ly heavier than can while it is lighter than hope. Thus 
the natural sen tences here ab ide by the we ight-over-order principle with 
respect to the two words in italics while the odd sentences do not. 

The variab le position of all, as illustrated by the paraphrase pairs below , 
a lso accords with the weight-over-order principle . 

(181) a. They told liS all to wait. 
b. "' They told all us to wait. 

(182) a. "They told the men all to wait. 
b . They told all the men to wait. 

A ll is heavie r than us while it is ligh ter than the men so that the grammatical 
sentences he re follow the weight-over-order principle while the ungrammat
ical ones do not. 

Note at this point that we can repair (181b) to (183) below. 

(\ 83) They to ld all of us to wa it. 

Note th at all of us comprises two immediate constituents, i.e. all and of us, 
of which all is structurally lighter than of us. Thus all of us, unlike all us, IS 

pe rfectl y in line with the weight-over-order principle, which is why (1 83) is 
grammatical. 
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Each and both are flipflop words of exactly the same kind as all so that 
they all behave identicall y. Thus we may replace all with either each or both 
in (179) through (183) and still get the same result. 

Frequency adverbs and the negative adverb not are also flipflop words. 
They vary their position according to the weight of the first word in the 
verb phrase , as can be seen from the two sets of sentences below . 

(184) a. He is always late. 
b. He can always walk. 
c. He always walks. 

(185) a. He is not late . 
b. He cannot walk. 
c. He does not walk. 

Note that always and not are semantically heavier than is and can (as well as 
does) while they are semantically lighter than walk(s). Thus always and not 
follow is and can (as well as does) while they precede walk(s) , which is in 
line with the weight-aver-order principle. 

Note that is and can may gain weight through contrastive or affirmative 
emphasis and thus be heavier than always, in which case is and can must 
fo llow always. This is also in line with the weight-over-order principle. 

Note in this connection that always precedes is and can in B's responses 
below in apparent contradiction of the weight-over-order principle. 

(186) A: Is he always late? 
B: Yes, he always is . (= *?Yes , he is always.) 

(187) A: Can he always walk ? 
B: Yes, he always can. (= *?Yes, he can always.) 

Note that the clause-final is and can here are short for , and thus carry the 
weight of, is late and can walk respectively. Thus they are heavier than 
always so that they follow always in both responses above, not in violation 
of the weight-over-order principle but in compliance therewith . 

The flipflop word not is about the same weight as a number of lightweight 
verbs so that it may either precede or follow them. The following para
phrase pairs illustrate the positional variability of not when it is in construc
tion with three such verbs . 
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(188) a. He has not a farm . 
b. He does not have a farm . 

(189) a. He need not go. 
b. He does not need to go. 

(190) a. He used not to VISIt us. 
b. He did not use to visit us. 

Note that two elements of similar weight may apparen tly be ordered relative 
to each other in either of two possible ways . For ei ther order does not 
active ly violate the weight-over-order principle. This is apparently why both 
me mbers of each pai r above are about equa lly in line with the weight-over
order principle and thus about eq ually natura l. 

No te that (1 89a), if put in the past tense, would sound odd. For the past 
tense would add its weight to need, which is itself fair ly heavy, so tha t 
needed would be far heavier than not. Incidentally , (190a) may not be as 
natural as (190b) in that used may be heavier than not in the same way that 
needed is far heavier than not. Note also that the dynamic have, as in have 
fun, is heavy enough to normally require do-support in negation (and in 
question-forma tion as well) . This is all in line with the weight-over-order 
principle. 

3.6. 'Inversion 

The weight-over-order principle sheds plenty of ligh t on the phenomenon 
of inversion. Let us begin o ur discussion here with the following paraphrase 
pair. 

(191) a . When summer comes, I'll go to Chejudo. 
b. Come summer, I'll go to Chejudo. 

Details aside , (191b) arguably derives from (191a) via conjunction deletion 
and subject-verb inversion. Note that the lightweight verb come is lighter 
than summer here so that the inversio n involved here is in line with the 
weigh t-over-order principle. 

Perhaps similarly explainable is the derivation of the subjunctive come in 
the idiomatic expression come what may . Let us consider the paraphrase 
pair below. 

(192) a. No maller what may come, I will stay with you . 
b. Come what may , I will stay with you . 
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Here aga in the second sentence arguably derives from the first via conjunc
tion deletion and "subject-verb" inversion. Note that come is lighter than 
what may so that they change places in the course of the derivation here in 
acco rdance ,. ith the weight-over-order principle. 

Note he re that in both (191) and (192) subject-verb inversion occurs in 
tandem with conjunction deletion. The ve rb may move forward in the inve r
sion here to fill the vacuum left by the conjunction deleted so that the 

de letion arguably triggers the inversion. These remarks may also apply to 
subject-verb inversion exemplified by (193) and (195) below. 

( 193) a. If he were not rich , he wouldn 't buy a BMW. 
b . Were he not rich , he wouldn 't buy a BMW. 

(1 94) a. if he weren't rich , he wouldn't buy a BMW . 
b . "Weren't he rich, he wouldn 't buy a BMW. 

( 195) a. If you shou.ld change your mind , please le t me know. 
b. Shou.ld you change your mind , please let me know. 

( 196) a . If I knew, I'd tell you . 
b. " Knew i , I'd te ll you. 

T he second sentence in each pair he re arguably de rives from the first via 
conjunct ion deletion and subject-verb inversion. Note that the subj ect-verb 
in vcrsion here, a long with the rest of the derivational process, is allowed 
o nl y when the first word in the verb phrase in question is about as light as, 
o r lighter than , the subj ect. Thus the inversion phenomenon illustrated here 
is in line with the weight-over-order principle. 

The weight-over-order principle can also help explain "the subject-verb" 
in ve rsion exemplified by the following sentence. 

( 197) He said he'd win, and win he did . 

The second to ken of win here is a mere repetition of the first so that it is 
virtua ll y empty of information content. On the other hand, he did is more 
than a mere repetit ion of he'd so that it is heavier than the second token of 
win. Thus win he did, which arguab ly derives from he did win via subject
verb in ve rsion , is in line with the weight -over-order principle. 

Subject-verb inversion involved in question formation is also predicated 
on the levity of the first word in the verb phrase. Le t us conside r the 
fo ll owing statement-q uestion pairs. 
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(198) a . He is latc. 
b. Is he late? 

( 199) a. He can walk. 
b. Can he wa lk ? 

(200) a. He walks. 
b . Does he walk? 

The secon d sentence in each pair here is supposed to derive from the first 
via subject-verb inversion. In (198) and (199), the fi rst word in the verb 
p hrase is ligh t enough to trade places with the subject so that the inversion 
involved is quite straightforward . In (200), on the othe r hand, the first word 
in the verb phrase, i.e. walks, is too heavy to change places with the subject 
so that the inversion here is not quite as straightforward. Note here that the 
inflectional suffix -s on walks is on a par with an auxi liary verb. Thus we 
may argue that this -s is lighter than he walk- here so that they may trade 
places, with -s materializing as does when fronted (to sentence-initial posi
tion). Seen in this light, the subject-verb inversion illustrated by (198) 
through (200) is all in line with the weight-over-order principle. 

With a few verbs of ambivalent weight, the inversion involved in question 
formation mayor may not be straightforward. Le t us consider the following 

paraphrase pairs . 

(201) a. Has he a farm? 
b. Does he have a farm? 

(202) a. Need he go? 
b. Does he need to go? 

The verbs in question here are of light, ambiva lent weight in that they can 
be on either side of the borderline between auxiliary and lexical verbs. As a 
result, they mayor may not trade places with the subject in the process of 
question formation. Ei the r way , the weight-over-order principle is not 
vio lated so that both members of either pair here are grammatical. 

It is interesting that we get the following pairs by putting the verbs in 
(201) and (202) in the past tense. 

(203) a. (?)Had he a farm? 
b . Did he have a farm? 

(204) 3 . '" Needed he go? 
b. Did he need to go? 
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The past tense evidently adds to the weight of the verb in either pair here 
so that a stra igh tforward subject-verb inversion here runs afoul of the 
weight-aver-order principle. Need is an inherently heavier verb than have, 
which may explain why (204a) is far less natural than (203a). 

Note at this point that Need in (202a) is bare of the usual third-person
present-singular marker -so This may be because Need is already fairly heavy 
so that -s is jetti soned , so to speak, so as to make the sentence bette r 
comply with the weight-aver-order principle. Note in this connection that 
the third-person-present-singular -s is obligatorily jettisoned from operators 
such as can, may must, and will. This is probably because an operator 
is the first element in a verb phrase and is thus often involved in subject
ve rb invers ion so that it must watch its weight. It may be for the same 
reason that an operator normally lacks a true past-tense marker. If correct, 
this is all in line with the weight-aver-order principle. 

Our discussion here also throws light on why (205b) below is more natural 
than (205a). 

(205) a . (?)Used he to live in Seoul? 
b. Did he use to live in Seoul? 

Used here originates in a lexical verb and is in the past tense so that it is 
apparent ly a bit too heavy to trade places with the subject he. This is 
evidently why (205a) is slightly less natural than (205b) . 

The general-purpose verb say apparen tly used to be of ambivalent weight 
until not too long ago. Let us consider the fo llowing paraphrase pair. 

(206) a. What say you to that? 
b. What do you say to that? 

Sentences like (206a) used to be, and may in some dialects still be , inter
changeable with sentences like (206b) . This evidently means that say was 
until recently slightly lighter than it is today. 

Something similar may be said about the general-purpose verbs come and 
go in light of the fo llowing expressions, which may be slightly archaic today. 

(207) a. How goes the enemy? ( = What time is it?) 
b. How goes it with you? 

(208) a. How comes it that you know everything so well? 
b. How came you to be up so early? 
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Note that come and go precede the subject in each question here, which is 
an apparent result of subject-verb inversion. Altho ugh this usage has lost 
m uch of its currency, it apparently indicates that come and go must have 
until recently been almost as light as auxi liary verbs. 

From our discussion up to this point, we can see that subject-verb inver
sion can normally take place only when the first word in the ve rb phrase is 
lighter than , or about as light as, the subject. The following paraphrase pairs 
show that subject-verb invers ion is disa llowed when the subject is distinctly 
lighter than the first word in the ve rb phrase. 

(209) a. I'm as hungry as John is. 
b. I'm as hungry as is John . 

(2 10) a . I'm as hungry as he is . 
b. *I'm as hungry as is he. 

Note that is here is sho rt for is hungry so that it is fairly heavy of semantic 
content. It is apparent ly about as heavy as John and distinctly heavier than 
he so that (21 Ob) violates the weight-over-order principle while (209b) does 
not. Needless to say, this is why subject-verb inversion may apply to (209a), 
but not to (210a). 

The following paraphrase pairs show that subject-verb inversion is better 
avoided even when the subject is only slightl y lighter than the first word in 
the verb phrase . 

(211 ) a . "Good !" Bill said. 
b. "Good! " said Bill. 

(212) a . "Good! " he said. 
b . (?) "Good! " said he. 

Note tha t said is about as heavy as Bill here while it is slight ly heavier than 
he. Thus (212b) is not quite in line with the weight-over-order principle 
while (211b) is, which is why (212b) is styli stically suspect and is thus be tter 
avo ided. 

Note tha t subject-verb inversion is obligatory in the derivation of (213a) 
below while it is disallowed in the derivation of (213b). 

(213) a. Here comes John. 
b. Here he com es. 
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Note that the subject is heavier than the first word in the ve rb phrase in 
(213a) wh ile it is the other way around in (213b). T hus bo th sentences he re 
are in line with the weight-aver-order principle. Note that the weight-over
order principle dete rmines whether or not subject-verb inversion shou ld 
app ly here. 

The fo llowing paraphrase pa irs illustrate what may be calle<.: 'concessive" 
subject-comple ment inversion , which is also explainable in terms of the 
weight -over-order principle. 

(214) a. Though he was clever, he couldn ' t ou twit her. 
b. Clever though he was, he couldn 't outwit her. 

(215) a. Though he was a genius, he couldn't o utwit her. 
b . Genius though he was, he couldn't outwit her. 

Clever and genius are fronted here only when the cleverness or the genius
nes of the person in question is highly given and thus taken for granted . In 
fact, they <.re fro nted onl y when they are so light as to be lighter than what 
precedes them, which accords with the weight-over-order principle. Note 
incidentally tha t the indefinite article a is de leted when gen.ius gets fronted. 
This apparently follows from the fact that the geniusness of the person in 
quest ion is so given here that a, a bearer of new in fo rm ation, is o ut of place 
here. 

Pro-forms often figure in inversion. They are typically so light that they 
o ften get fronted as part of an inversion process, as is the case with so and 
neither in the sentences be low. 

(216) 3. Bill is he re, and so is John . 
b. Bill isn 't he re, and neither is John. 

The pro-forms so and neither are so light that they ge t fronted to clause
initia l position. Incidentally , John is cl ause-final because it is contrastively 
focused upon and thus heavier than any o ther word in the clause. This is , of 
cou rse, a ll in line with the weight-over-orde r principle. 

The pro-form so is cl ause-initi al in the following exchange for the same 
reason tha t it is clause-initial in (216a). 

(2 17) A: This is good. 
B: So it is. 
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Note that it here, unlike John in (216a), is not focused upon and that it is a 
mere pro-form_ Thus it is extremely light of information content so that it is 
not clause-final he re_ 

The pro-form so may also figure in an optional inversion , as is illustrated 
by the following paraphrase pair. 

(218) a . In doing so, you hurt her feelings. 
b . In so doing, you hurt he r feelings. 

The pro-form so is apparently about as ligh t as the general-purpose verb do 
so that the weight-ove r-order principle may apply in e ither direction here . 
Thus both doing so and so doing are allowed here so that the inversion here 
is optional. Note that the logical subject of doing in (218), which is YOll , is 
miss ing from the surface and that the inversion under discllssion here may 
be designed to fill the vacuum left by this missing subject of doing. The 
same is evidently true of the inversion involved in the derivation of "So to 
do, he needs your help" from "To do so, he needs your help ." 

The following paraphrase pair exemplifies the fronting o f the pro-form 
slIch in a similar inversion triggered by the weight-over-order principle . 

(219) a. ?Life is such. 
b. Such is life . 

The pro-form such is much ligh ter than life here so that (2 19b) complies 
with thc weight-over-order principle wh ile (219a) does not, which is why 
(219b) is natural while (219a) is odd. Note that replacing such with this or 
that he re yie lds about the same result. 

Let us now turn our attention to particle-object inve rsion, as exemplified 
by the following paraphrase pair . 

(220) a. He mixed up the twins. 
b. He mixed the (wins up. 

Note that the information focus is on the twins 111 (220a) and on up in 
(220b). AsslIming that (22Ub) derives from something like (220a), we may 
say that the information focus on the particle up triggers the particle-object 
inversion involved in the derivation here . Note that thi s is all in line with 
the weight-over-order principle. 

It is interesting that particle-object inversion is obligatory when the object 
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is inherently lighter than the particle. Let us consider the two paraphrase 
pairs below. 

(221 ) a . *He mixed up them. 
b . He mixed them up. 

(222) a. ??He mixed up things. 
b. He mixed things up. 

Note that the pronoun them and the general-purpose word things are in
he rently much lighter than the particle up here. As a result, the first sen
tence in either pair violates the weight-aver-order principle while the second 
does not. Assuming, as wc did in connection with (220) , that the second 
sentence derives from something like the first in either pair here , we can see 
that particle-object inversion is obligatory here. 

The following paraphrase pair illustrates another instance of particle
object inversion . 

(223) a . ??They turned on and off the heat. 
b . They turned the heat on and off. 

The coordinate particle phrase here is considerably heavier than the object 
noun phrase so that (223a) violates the weight-over-order principle while 
(223 b) does not. Thus (223a) , which is defin itely odd , is better repa ired to 
(223b) by means of particle-object inversion . 

There are cases that rule out particle-object inversion , as when the object 
is inherently so heavy that it far outweighs the particle. Let us consider the 
fo llowing paraphrase pair. 

(224) a . 1 gave up teaching English . 
b. *1 gave teaching English up. 

The clausa l object is much heavier than the particle here so that (224a) is in 
line with the weight-over-order principle while (224b) is not. This means 
that we should not a llow particle-object inversion to apply to (224a) if we 
are to block the ungrammatical (224b). 

Note that the derivation of the idiomatic if you please involves ve rb-object 
inversion. Let us consider the paraphrase pair below. 
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(225) a. Come this way, if you please. 
b. (?)Come this way, if it please(s) you. 

(225a) derives from something like (225b) via it-deletion and verb-object 
inversion. As we have already seen in 2.4 ., it is so light th at it is 
often deleted as a consequence of the Wt :~ ht-ov('~ ·icngth principle , as it is in 
the derivation of (225a) from (225b). As [. : the verb-object inversiofl , you 
is lighter than please here so that the two words trade places under the 
pressure of the weight-over-order principle. Suppose here that you in (225b) 
were replaced with, say, Your Highness. Then the object would be heavier 
than the verb so that the two wo uld not swap places, which is also a 
consequence of the weight-over-order principle. 

Note incidentally that in the derivation of (225a) from (225b) you may 
move over please to fill the vacuum left by the deletion of it. Thus the 
verb-object inversion here may be triggered by the deletion of the light
weight subject it. Recall that a similar phenomenon was observed in connec
tion with (191) through (196) as well as (218). 

The weight-over-order principle may also he lp explain the preposition
complement inversion illustrated by the paraphrase pair below. 

(226) a. They did it notwithstanding the bad weather. 
b. They did it the bad weather notwithstanding. 

Notwithstanding is fairly heavy in that it comes from the clause nol + 
withstanding. It is thus often inherently as heavy as its complement. When it 
receives information focus , notwithstanding is definitely heavier than its 
complement. Thus it often trades places with its complement in accordance 
with the weight-over-order principle, as in the derivation of (226b) from 
(226a), which is arguably triggered by the information focus on notwith
standing. 

Similar in nature is the preposition-complement inversion exemplified by 
the following paraphrase pairs. 

(227) a. apart from this weakness 
b. this weakness apart 

(228) a. aside from this weakness 
b. this weakness aside 
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Apart and aside are inherently heavy of structural content in that they 
originate in prepositional phrases so that they are often as heavy as their 
complements. Besides , they may receive information focus so that they may 
gain extra semantic weight and thus become quite heavy. As a result, they 
may change places with their complements in accordance with the weight
over-order principl e . This is apparently wha t happens in the derivation of 
the second expression from the first in either (227) or (228). Note that this 
derivation involves the deletion of from, which we will not discuss here as it 
is beyond the scope of the present study. 

Suppose that this weakness were replaced with discussing this weakness in 
(227a) and (228a). Then the complement would become too heavy of 
structural content to allow the kind of preposition-complement inversion 
under discussion here. This again is a consequence of the weight-over-order 
pri nciple, wh ich incidentally can also help explain such inversion as is in
volved in extraposition of various types. 

3.7. Binominals 

The two terms of a binominal normally occur in ascending order of 
weight, i.e . in accordance with the weight-over-order pri nciple. Let us take 
the following sentence pair for example. 

(229) a . I can match the ballerina step for dazzling step. 
b. *1 can match the ballerina dazzling step for step. 

Note that dazzling step is heavier than step so that the binominal phrase 
complies with the weigh t-over-order principle in (229a) , but not in (229b) , 
which is why (229a) is grammatical while (229b) is not. 

Let us now consider the fo llowing binominals. 

(230) a. rules and regulations 
b. first and foremost 
c. whys and wherefores 

The first term of each binominal here is shorter and thus lighter than the 
second so that the two terms are ordered in accordance with the weight-over
order principle . On closer inspection, we notice that the two terms of each 
binominal here constitu te an unmarked-marked pair such that the first term 
is umarked while the second term is marked . Note that the unmarked first 
term is more familiar to us and thus lighter of information content than the 
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marked second term. Thus from this perspective also, the two terms here 
are ordered in accordance with the weight-over-Ot"der principle. 

Let us consider the following additional examples. 

(231) a. right or wrong 
b. pros and cons 
c. hit or miss 
d. make or break 
e. up and down 
f. in and out 
g. with or without 
h. plus or minus 
i. yes or no 
.i. (through) thick and thin . 
k. (the) long and short (of the story) 

The first term of each binominal here is positive and thus unmarked while 
the second term is negative and thus marked. As a result, the first term is 
lighter than the second so that the two terms are ordered in accordance with 
the weight-aver-order principle. 

The two terms of each binominal below also constitute an unmarked
marked pair. 

(232) a. back and forth 
b. to and fro 
c. cup and saucer 
d. bread and butter 
e. gin and tonic 

The first term of each binominal here is more unmarked than the second in 
that the former is lexically more familiar to us than the latter. Thus here 
again the first term precedes the second term in accordance with the weight
over-order principle. 

Note that the two terms of a binominal numeral such as the old coordi
nate numeral below occur in ascending order of weight. 

(233) four and [en (=fourteen) 
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Four is numerically smaller and thus lighter than ten so that the former 
precedes the latter in (233) in accordance wi th the weight-over-order prin
ciple . 

The concept of binominal may be extended to include those binominals 
whose terms are in two different coordinate clauses, as in (234) below. 

(234) a. Finders, keepers; losers, weepers. 
b. You win some , and you lose some. 

Note that finders and win here are unmarked terms while losers and lose are 
their respective marked counterparts. Note further that the unmarked terms 
here precede their respective marked counterparts in accordance wi th the 
weight-over-order principle. 

The two terms of a binominal may be in two correlatively conjoined parts , 
as in the sentences below. 

(235) a. Not only John but also Jane is to blame. 
b. Neither John nor lane is to blame. 
c. Both John and lane are to blame. 

The speaker-writer takes John here as more given than Jane so that John is 
informationally lighter than lane, that is , at least fro m the speaker-wri ter 's 
point of view. (This appears to be especially the case in (235a).) Thus lohn 
precedes lane in each sentence here in accordance with the weight-over
order principle. 

The weight-over-order principle also operates on such binominals as those 
exem plified below, where correlative conjunction is less explicitly marked. 

(236) a . He's not just bright; he's brilliant. 
b. *He's not just brilliant; he 's bright. 

(237) a . It's not just lovely; it 's gorgeous. 
b. *It's not just gorgeous; it's lovely. 

Bright and lo vely are less intense in meaning, and thus semantically lighter , 
than brilliant and gorgeous respectively . Thus the first sentence in either 
pair here follows the weight -over-order principle while the second sentence 
does not , which is why the former is grammatical while the latter is not. 

The exchange below illustrates an even less explicitly conjoined "bino
mina!. " 
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(238) A: Are you sure? 
B: Positive. 

Sure is less intense in meaning, and thus semantically lighter, than positive 
so that the former precedes the latter here in accordance with the weight
over-order principle . 

It is interesting that who and what are also normally conjoined in ascend
ing order of weight , as can be seen from (239) below. 

(239) a. J was wondering who and what he was. 
b. ?I was wondering what and who he was. 

Note that who, which is of human reference, is informationally lighter than 
what, which is of non-human reference. Thus (239a) is more in line with the 
weight-over-order principle than (239b), which is why the former is more 
natura l than the latter. 7 

Binominals of the type exemplified below also normally follow the weight
over-order principle. 

(240) a. Anglo-American 
b. * Americo-English 

(241) a. Sino-Korean 
b. *Koreano-Chinese 

The hyphen in these binominals is equivalent to the coordinator in explicit 
binominals. Note that the first term is shorter and thus lighter than the 
second in the first member of either pair here while it is the other way 
around in the second member of the same pair. Thus the first member of 
either pair here follows the weight-over-order principle while the second 
member does not , which is why the former is grammatical while the latter is 
not. 

Needless to say, other factors than weight may sometimes intervene, as in 
the following examples. 

(242) a. ludaeo-Christian 
b. *Christo-ludaean 

7That the human who is lighter than the non-human what also helps explain why " Who has 
what?" is perfectly natural while " What does who have?" is definitely odd . 
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(243) a . Anglo-French 
b. *Franco-English 

Note that ludaeo- and Anglo- are more polysyllabic and thus phonologically 
heavier than Christian and French respectively. Thus ludaeo-Christian and 
A nglo- French apparently violate the weight-over-order principle so that they 
should be ungrammatical or at least odd. However, they are both perfectly 
grammatical and natural. The reason for this is that chronological and 
ethnocentric factors intervene here and nullify the weight-over-order princi
ple . Judaism is chronologically prior to Christianity so that judaeo-Christian 
fo llows this re lation of chronological precedence. Anglo- is, for the English 
people at least, ethnocentrically prior to French so that Anglo-French fol
lows this relation of ethnocentric precedence. 

It may be the case that a precedence relation is such that something that 
is prior in that relation is more given than something that is not. If this is 
indeed the case, then we may argue that examples such as ludaeo-Christian 
and Anglo-French also follow the weight-over-order principle so that they 
do not constitute genuine counterexamples to the principle . 

T he expressions and/ or and either lor are also implicit binominals . Note 
that the two terms of these binominals are also ordered in accordance with 
the weight-over-order principle. For and and either are positive and thus 
un marked while or is negative and thus marked , so that and and either are 
lighter than or. 

Note at th is point that most reduplications are implicit binominals and 
that they also follow the weight-over-order principle. Let us take the follow
ing reduplications for example . 

(244) a. zigzag 
b. drip-drop 
c. heehaw 

Note that the vowel is higher and thus lighter in the first syllable than in the 
second in each reduplication here so that the first syllable is lighter than the 
second . Thus the two terms of each binominal here, i.e. the two syllables 
comprising each reduplication here , are ordered in accordance with the 
weight-over-order principle. 

Explicit reduplicative binominals such as the following also comply with 
the weight-over-order principle. 
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(245) a. tit for tat 
b . spic and span 
Co dribs and drabs 
d. hem and haw 
e. quid pro quo 
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The vowel is higher and thus lighter in the first term of each reduplicative 
binominal here than in the second . Thus the first term is lighter than the 
second so that the two terms here are ordered in accordance with the 
weight-over-order principle. 

It is interesting that the weight-over-order principle can help explain why 
mickle precedes muckle in the fo llowing proverb. 

(246) Many a mickle makes a muckle. 

Mickle is phonologically lighter than its variant muckle in that the vowel is 
lighter in the former than in the latter. Thus mickle precedes muckle in the 
proverb here in accordance with the weight-over-order principle . 

Note that the (consonanta l) onset is normally heavier in the second ele
ment than in the first in rhyming reduplications such as those below. 

(247) a. super-duper 
b. hanky-pa nky 
c. ragtag 
d. rp even-steven 
e. rp okey-dokey 

f. wine and dine 

g. whee l and dea l 

Note that the two elements of each reduplication here occur in ascending 
order of phonological weight, that is, in compliance with the weight-over
order principle. 

Given our comments on (247) above, we can easi ly explain why hustle 
precedes bustle in the italicized idiomatic phrase below. 

(248) I don't like the hustle and bustle of the city . 

Note that hustle is lighter than bustle in that I hl is phonologically lighter 
than I bl. Thus hustle precedes bustle in accordance with the weight-over-
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order principle. 
The weight-over-order principle sometimes operates on binominals on the 

basis of extralinguistically defined weight , as in the examples below. 

(249) a. now and then (=occasionally) 
b. *then and now (=ditto) 

(250) a. here and there (= at various times or places) 
b. *there and here (= ditto) 

(251) a. this and that (=various things) 
b. *that and this (= ditto) 

Now, here, and this are referentially closer to the immediate context of 
speech than then, there, and that respectively so that the former are informa
tionally, and thus phonologically , lighter than the latter. Thus the first mem
ber of each pair above follows the weight-over-order principle while the 
second does not , which is why the former is grammatical while the latter is 
not. Incidentally , the starred forms here could become grammatical if other 
factors intervened . For example , (249b) would be perfectly grammatical if 
two points in time , i.e. then and now, are listed in chronological order. 
Note here that the first member of each pair above can only have an 
idiomatic interpretation while the second member, if and when unstarred, 
can only have a non-idiomatic interpretation. 

Note that the two time expressions in each proverb below occur in 
ascending order of weight. 

(252) a. Here today and gone tomorrow. 
b. An egg today is better than a hen tomorrow. 
c. Now is now and then was then. 

Today and now are referentially closer to the immediate context of speech 
and thus informationally lighter than tomorrow and then respectively. Thus 
today and now precede tomorrow and then respectively here in accordance 
with the weight-aver-order principle . 

The two place expressions in each proverb below also occur in ascending 
order of weight. 

(253) a . A bird in the hand is worth two in the bush. 
b. A feather in the hand is better than a bird in the air. 
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In the hand is referentially closer to the immediate context of speech and 
thus informationally lighter than either in the bush or in the air. Thus in the 
hand precedes in the bush or in the air here in compliance with the weight
over-order principle . 

Incidentall y, we need a proviso here to the effect that the negation of the 
predicate in sentences such as those of (253) may override the application of 
the weight-over-order principle . For (253a), for one, may be paraphrased as 
"Two birds in the bush are not worth one (bird) in the hand, " in which the 
order of the adverbials is exactly the opposite of that in the source sentence , 
i.e. (253a). 

4. Weight and Rhythm 

4.0. The Weight-Oyer-Rhythm Principle 

The rhythm of English , which is definable in terms of weight , normally 
follows the weight-over-rhythm principle given be low. 

HEAVY ELEMENTS ALTERNATE WITH LIGHT ELEMENTS IN SUCH 
A WAY THAT ELEMENTS OF COMPARABLE WEIGHT, ESPECIALLY 
THOSE OF H EAVY WEIGHT, TEND NOT TO BE PROXIMATELY 
REPEATED _N 

This principle has the effect of keeping elements of similar weight , especial
ly heavy ones, from bunching together. Clusters of similar elements, includ
ing elements of similar weight, may pose something of a problem for lan
guage processing (Park 1977a, 1977b, 1982, 1983, and ]984). This would 
especially be the case with clusters of heavy elements. Thus it would appear 
that the weight-over-rhythm principle may serve to ease the burden on the 
language user by preventing the format ion of such problematic clusters. 

4.1. Stress Rhythm 

As already noted above, the weight-over-rhythm principle discourages 
clustcrs of tonic sy llables from formi ng. \I It often uses function words to do 
this, as can be seen from (254) below. 

"For a detailed discussion of the constraint on proximate repe tition of similar elements. see 
Park ( 1977b, 1982 . 1983 and 1984). 

"A sy llab le is said to be tonic if it receives non-zero stress. 
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(254) a . My name IS John . 
b . She read his book. 

Note that tonic content words alternate quite regularly with atonic function 
words here . Although the alternation is not always this regular, it is by and 
large regula r so that it bears out the weight-over-rhythm principle. 

Examples such as the foll owing a lso attest to the role that function words 
play in keeping tonic syllables from clustering together. 

(255) a. nice and warm (=warm in a nice way) 
b. good and warm ( = warm in a good way) 

Note that nice and good intensify warm here and are thus adverbial in 
function so that and may be regarded as an adverbial "suffix" of sorts. Thus 
and here may be viewed as an atonic "suffixal" buffer between two tonic 
content words . 

Bona fide suffixes also serve as a buffer between two to nic elements. Let 
us take the following expressions for example. 

(256) a. deadly blows 
b. comIc strips 
c. e'arthen pots 

Each suffix here comes between two tonic elements, i.e. between the stem 
to which it is suffixed and the noun that follows . Thus it serves to block a 
juxtaposition of two tonic elements, which would otherwise seriously violate 
the weight-over-rhythm principle . 

The importance of the suffix as a buffer is clearly demonstrated by para
phrase pairs such as the following. 

(257) a. my wedded Wife 
b. *my wed WIfe 

(258) a. II lighted candle 
b. *?3 lit candle 

Both wed and light have two alternative past participial forms , one suffixed 
and one unsuffixed . Note that only the s~ffixed form is acceptable when the 
participle is used (by itself) as an attributive adjective. This is because the 
suffixed form, but not the unsuffixed form , provides a buffer between the 
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two tonic elements , i.c. the stem of the adjective and the noun that follows. 
Note that the second member of either pair above vio lates the weight-over
rhythm principle while the first member of the same pair does not. 

The weight-over-rhythm principle also provides a principled explanation as 
to why -teen, but not -ty, is tonic in numeral pairs such as the following. 

(259) a. fifteen 

b. fifty 

Note that numerals in -ty are routinely "suffixed" with a basic numeral, i.e . 
any num eral from one through nine, while numerals in -teen are never so 
suffixed. Suppose that -ty were allowed to get strong stress. Then a cluster 
of three tonic syllables would form in such numerals as fifty-five and fifty
six. For basic numerals always get strong stress on the first syllable. Thus we 
assign weak stress, i.e. zero stress, to -ty so as to keep numerals such as 
fifty-five and fifty-six from seriously violating the weight-over-rhythm princi
ple . Note that -teen is not under similar pressure to weaken its stress. 

The weight-over-rhythm principle can also help explain why the first 
member of each pair below is favored over the second . 

(260) a. nooks and crannies 
b. ?crannies and nooks 

(261) a. hidies and gentlemen 
b. ?gentIemen and ladies 

Note that the first member of eithcr pair here involves less of a cluster of 
atonic syllables than does the second. Thus the first member is more in line 
with the weight-over-rhythm principle than the second , which is one reason 
why the former is preferred to the latter. 

Incidentally , stress rhythm is a surface manifestation of semantic rhythm 
in that the strength of stress is a function of the weight of meaning. Note in 
this connection that a higher-level semantic rhythm also manifests itself, as 
in the regular alternation between subject and predicate, which normally 
bear old and new information respectively . 

Stress rhythm operates not just across word boundaries, as in the exam
ples we have so far considered. It also operates intralexically, as in the 
following examples. 
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(262) a. examination 
b. economic 
c. Hemingway 

Tonic syllables alternate quite regularly with atonic syllables in the words 
here. Although the alternation is not always this regular, it is by and large 
quite regular in much of the English lexicon so that intralexical stress also 
bears out the weight-over-rhythm principle . 

Note at this point that stress rhythm also figures in word-fo rmation pro
cesses such as that exemplified below. 

(263) a . admire -+ admiration 
b. expose -+ exposition 
c. condemn ...... condemnation 

The stress pattern changes from verb to noun in each pair here in such a 
way that neither strong nor weak stress is proximately repeated in the re
sulting noun. Note that the rhythmic distribution of stress associated with 
the word-formation process in question here is in line with the weight-over
rhythm principle. 

Note that the infix -bloody- is so positioned in the word below as to 
guarantee a rhythmic distribution of stress. 

(264) absobloodylutely 

Positioning -bloody- between abso- and -lulely here guarantees two things . 
Firstly, the original stress pattern re mains intact in both the matrix word 
and the infix . Secondly, nei ther strong nor weak stress is proximately re
peated in the resulting word so that stress gets rhythmically distributed In 

line with the weight-over-rhythm principle. 

The linking -0- and -a- are also so positioned in the words below as to 
guarantee a rhythmic distribution of stress in the resulting words. 

(265) a. Brazfl6phlle 
b. workaholk 

Were it not for the atonic -0- and -a- here, we would end up with a cluster 
of two tonic syllables in either word above. Standing between the two tonic 
syllables here, the linking -0- and -a- serve to make the stress in the result-
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mg words better comply with the weight-over-rhythm principle. 

Note that the change in stress pattern illustrated below is also rhythmical
ly motivated. 

(266) evident -+ evident ly !evidently / evidently 

Note that the third syllable may be ton ic in the adverb here , but not in the 
adjective. Note further that, were it not for the tonicity of the third syllable, 
evidently would end in a cluster of three atonic syllables. Thus the optional 
strong stress on the third syllable of evidently is apparently designed to 
make the stress here more rhythmic than would otherwise be thf" case. 
Similar in motivation may be the primary stress (in American English) on 
the antepenu ltimate syllables of primarily, militarily, etc., as opposed to the 
non-primary stress on the penultimate syllables of primary, military, etc. 

4.2. Stress-Cluster Simplification 

Both strong- and weak-stress clusters, especially the former, violate the 
weight-aver-rhythm principle and . are thus maxi m ally constrained. However, 
such clusters do occur, especially weak-stress clusters. When they do , they 
tend to be simplified in one way or another so as to alleviate their violation 
of the weight-aver-rhythm principle. 

Strong-stress clusters are very rare in English. Those th at do occur are 
almost always broken up by means of pauses inserted between the tonic 
syllables in question . Since a pause is equivalent to an atonic syllable, so to 
speak, strong-stress clusters are even more of a rarity than one might sus
pect. At any rate , the use of pauses to break up strong-stress clusters is a 
consequence of the weight-aver-rhythm principle . 

Weak-stress clusters are tolerated to a far greater extent than strong
stress clusters. In fact , weak-stress clusters are fairly common. However, 
there are indications of general resistance to weak-stress clusters, especially 
to those of more than two atonic sy llables. For example, clusters of th ree 
atonic syllables are almost always simplified to clusters of just two such 
syllables, as can be seen from the following examples . 

(267) a. economically / ek.Jncimik( ;i)liy / 
b. comfortable / kAmf(.i)t;jb;l\ / 
c. vegetable / ved3 (a)t;ilik/1/ 
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Note that the parenthesized vowels here are more often than not deleted. 
When they are not deleted, each word here ends in three consecutive atonic 
syllables so that its stress pattern is in slight violation of the weight-over
rhythm principle . Thus the deletion of the parenthesized vowels here serves 
to render the stress pattern more compliant with the weight-aver-rhythm 
principle than would otherwise be the case. 

It is interesting that the second token of the orthographic e in vegetable is 
almost always mute, which apparently speaks for the power of the weight
over-rhythm principle. Note in this connection that the muteness of the 
orthographic i in parliament could be viewed from a similar perspective. 

The desire to simplify weak-stress clusters is apparently at the root of the 
alternation between -ery asnd -ry illustrated by the two sets of examples 
below. 

(268) a . fish + -ery -+ fishery 
b. cook + -ery -+ cookery 

(269) a. gallant + -ry -+ gallantry 
b. yeoman + -ry -+ yeomanry 

Note that -ry is a reduced version of -ery and that the former is used with 
disyllabic stems while the latter is used with monosyllabic stems. Suppose 
that we used -ery with the disyllabic stems in (269). Then the words here 
would end in three consecutive atonic syllables. Thus the use of -ry in (269) 
helps block the formation of a cluster of three atonic syllables, thereby 
rendering the resulting words more observant of the weight-aver-rhythm 
principle than would otherwise be the case . 

There is some resistance to clusters of just two atonic syllables also so that 
they often get simplified , that is, under the pressure of the weight-over
rhythm principle. When they get simplified, they do so by dropping the 
vowel in the first of the two atonic syllables in question. Let us take the 
fo llowing couplets for example. 

(270) a. phantasy -+ fancy 
b. courtesy -+ curtsy 
c. perilous --+ parlous 

Historically, the first word gave rise to the second in each pair here. Note 
that the first word ends in two consecutive atonic syllables and is thus in 
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slight violation of the weight-over-rhythm principle. On the other hand, the 
second word ends in just one atonic syllable so that it is no longer in 
violation of the principle. Thus the derivation exemplified above involves a 
weak-stress cluster simplification apparently motivated at least in part by the 
weight-over-rhythm principle. Note incidentally that parl- in parlous is short 
for, and thus carries the weight of, peril- in perilous. Thus the nucleus is 
heavier and longer in the first syllable of parlous than in that of perilous, 
that is, in par- than in per-. This is in line with the weight-over-Iength 
principle. 

Note in this connection that medicine alternates between Imed~s~nl and I 
medsiJnl We may say that ImedsiJn / derives from Imed~s~n/ in the same 
way that the second word in each pair of (270) derives from the first , that 
is , under the pressure of the weight-over-rhythm principle. Incidentally, me
dian must also have given rise to mean under the pressure of the weight
over-rhythm principle . Note that the pre-atonic d apparently got so light 
here that it ended up getting deleted along with the i that follows (See 2.4.). 

Similarly explainable is the historical development of the following words 
from trisyllables to disyllables . 

(271) a. Leicester 
b. Worcester 
c. Gloucester 

Each word here originally ended in two consecutive atonic syllables , the first 
of which lost its vowel under the pressure of the weight-over-rhythm princi
ple . With the loss of this vowel the tonic first vowel now came to precede a 
consonant cluster, which explains its laxing in Leicester and Gloucester (See 
4.3.). Note also that the orthographic c (=/ s/ ) merged with the following s 
(=/ s/ ) so that only one I sl is pronounced today . 

The desire to simplify weak-stress clusters has apparently contributed to 
the historical development of the following words from trisyllables to disyl
lables . 

(272) a. mission 
b. vision 
c. partial 

All these words orginally terminated with two consecutive atonic syllables so 
that the orthographic i in the immediate post-tonic syllable was not mute. 
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Partly under the pressure of the weight-over-rhythm principle, however, this 
i weakened to Iyl, which then palatalized the immediately preceding con
sonant and then zeroed out. to 

The following words underwent a similar historical change from trisyllabic 
to disyllabic words. 

(273) a. onion 
b. million 

These words originally ended in two consecutive atonic syllables. The 
orthographic i in the first of the two atonic syllables weakened to I y I partly 
under the pressure of the weight-over-rhythm principle . This I y I has not , 
however, completely palatalized the immediately preceding consonant and 
thus has not zeroed out . Note that Iyl is not nucleic so that the words in 
(273) end in just one atonic syllable in present-day English. 

The weight-over-rhythm principle may also be instrumental in explaining 
why the orthgraphic a in the words below is, more often than not, mute . 

(274) a. riddance 
b. pittance 
c. medal 
d. metal 

Note that 1 nl and 11/ here are so vocalic that they may arguably be taken to 
be extremely weak atonic vowels. Under this assumption, we can say that 
each word here ends in two consecutive atonic syllables and that the first of 
these two syllables has lost its vowel under the pressure of the weight-over
rhythm principle. The loss of the vowel here is thus essentially identical to 
that in (270) through (273) . Needless to say, the silencing of the ortho
graphic e and 0 in written, ridden, idol, etc. can also be explained in exactly 
the same way . 

The behavior of the italicized i and e in the word pairs below are also 
apparently motivated at least in part by rhythmic considerations. 

(275) a. social vs. soc{ol6gy 
b. partial vs. part[aIity 
c. ocean vs. oceanic 

"'As to why this / y/ zeroed out, see Park (1983). 
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The italicized i and e here are nucleic in the second member of each pair 
here while they are not in the first member of the same pair. Were this not 
the case, then the first member of each pair here would end in a cluster of 
two atonic syllables while the second member of the same pair would be 
encumbered with a cluster of two tonic syllables. Thus whether or not the 

italicized vowel letter is realized as a nucleus here ' is at least I in part I a 
consequence of the weight-over-rhythm pri.lciple . A similar account applies 
to the fact that the second orthographic i is often nucleic in familiarity, but 
never in familiar. 

The weight-over-rhythm principle also throws light on the interesting be
havior of auxiliary contractions, as illustrated by the following paraphrase 
pairs. 

(276) a. He has done It. 
b. He's done It. 

(277) a. John has done It. 
b. John's done It. 

Note that (276a) involves a cluster of two atonic syllables while (276b) does 
not. Thus (276b) is more in line with the weight-over-rhythm principle than 
(276a) so that the former is more natural than the latter. On the other 
hand, (277b) involves a cluster of two tonic syllables while (277a) does not. 
Thus (277a) is more in line with the weight-over-rhythm principle than 
(277b) so that the former is more natural than the latter. Note here that the 
weight-aver-rhythm principle is instrumental in explaining why an auxiliary 
contraction is normally more natural when suffixed to a pronoun than when 
suffixed to a noun . 

4.3. Segmental Rhythm 

The weight-over-rhythm principle operates on sequences of segmental 
sounds in such a way tha t heavy segments or clusters of segments regularly 
alternate with light ones. Thus a heavy stem vowel is generally followed by 
a light consonantal coda while a light stem vowel is followed by a heavy 
consonantal coda. Let us consider the following examples . 

(278) a. bat / bret/ (= [bret]) vs . bad / bred / (= [bre·dJ) 
b . back / brek / (= [brekJ) vs. bag / breg / (= [bre·g]) 
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Note that one and the same vowel is phonetically longer and thus heavier 
before a voiced consonant than before a voiceless one here . Note further 
that a voiceless consonant is heavier than its voiced counterpart. Thus one 
and the same vowel is heavier here before a lighter consonantal coda than 
before a heavier one , which is in line with the weight-over-rhythm principle . 

Segmental rhythm manifests itself even more clearly in the following pairs 
of words. 

(279) a . deep / diyp l vs. depth I dep8/ 
b. heal I hiyl/ vs. health I hel81 
c. scribe I skrayb l vs . script I skriptl 

The vocalic nucleus is more complex and thus heavier in the first word of 
each pair here than in the second. On the other hand, the consonantal coda 
is more complex and thus heavier in the second word of each pair than in 
the first. Thus the weight of the nucleus here is in inverse proportion to that 
of the coda , which is in line with the weight-over-rhythm principle. Note 
incidentally that the vocalic laxing illustrated by (279) is a consequence of 
the weight-over-rhythm principle. 

Note that the explanation of the following examples hinges on the pre
mise that a voiceless consonant is heavier than its voiced counterpart. 

(280) a. dream: dreamed I driymdl vs. dreamt I dremtl 
b . cleave: cleaved I kliyvdl vs . cleft I kleft l 

In either word set here, the two alternative past (participial) forms termi
nate with a consonant cluster. This cluster is lighter in the first form than in 
the second in that it is voiced in the former while it is at least in part 
voiceless in the latter. Note here that the nucleus is heavier in the first form 
than in the second . Thus here again the weight of the nucleus is in inverse 
proportion to that of the coda, which accords with the weight-over-rhythm 
principle . 

The explanation of the following examples also hinges on the premise that 
a voiceless consonant is heavier than its voiced counterpart. 

(281) a . hind, mind, bind I aynd/ 
b. hint, mint, flint l intl 

(282) a. child, mild, wild I ayldl 
b. hilt, kilt, tilt l ilt I 
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Note that the heavier nucleus l ayl is followed by the lighter coda Indl or 
I ld l while the lighter nucleus Ii/ is followed by the heavier coda I nt l or l it /. 
This is perfectly in line with the weight-over-rhythm principle. Incidentally, 
it may be in order here to note that there are some exceptions such as pint 
I payntl and wind I wind l here. 

The weight-over-rhythm principle affords a rare insight into the voicing 
phenomenon exemplified by the singular-plural pairs below. 

(283) a. mouth I maw(;ll vs. mouths I mawDz I 
b. oath l owf)1 vs. oaths l ow 0 z I or I OWf)sl 
c. sheath I jiyf)1 vs . sheaths I jiyozl or I jiyf)s l 

Note that the nucleus in every word here is diphthongal and thus heavy. 
Note further that this heavy nucleus is followed by a single consonant in the 
singular and by a cluster of two consonants in the plural. Thus the plural 
form here is slightly out of line with the weight-over-rhythm principle. I! 

Note at this point that the final cluster in the plural form here gets voiced 
most of the time. Note further that voiced consonants are lighter than their 
voiceless counterparts so that voicing a consonant has the effect of making it 
lighter. Thus the voicing of the plural-final cluster in (283) serves to lighten 
the cluster so that the plural form as a whole may be more in line with the 
weight-over-rhythm principle than would otherwise be the case. 

Note also that the plural-final cluster in (283) is more likely to get voiced 
when the nucleus is more clearly diphthongal and thus heavier than when it 
is less so. Thus the voicing here is obligatory for mouths whereas it is 
optional for oaths and sheaths. This is apparently a consequence of the 
weight-over-rhythm principle, which requires that the nucleus be weightwise 
in inverse relation to the coda. 

Similarly explainable is the voicing of the plural-final cluster exemplified 
by the following singular-plural pairs. 

(284) a. kinfe I nayfl vs. knives I nayvzl 
b. loaf I lowfl vs. loaves I lowvz l 
c. leaf I liyfl vs. leaves I liyvz l 

Note at this point that the plural-final cluster does not normally get 

liThe weight-over-rhythm principle is violated only slightly here because the plural-final 
consonant cluster in question is not that heavy as consonant clusters go . This is because the 
cluster comprises only fricatives. which are relatively light consonants. 
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voiced in the examples below. 

(285) a. roof vs. roofs 
b. oaf vs . oafs 

The nucleus here is rather weakly diphthongal and thus relatively light , 
which is apparently why the plural-final coda is left unvoiced and thus 
heavier than it would otherwise be. This must also be a consequence of the 
weight-over-rhythm principle. However, the mystery still remains as to why 
the same cluster gets voiced in similar environments, as in (284b) and 
(284c). 

Note in this connection that hoof has two alternative plural forms, as 
shown below. 

(286) hoofs I hufsl or hooves I huwvzl 

Note that I uw I is heavier than I u l while I fs l is heavier than I vz l so that the 
heavier nucleus l uw I pairs wi th the lighter cod a I vz l here while the lighter 
nucleus l u l pairs with the heavier coda I fs /' Note that this pairing complies 
with the weight-over-rhythm principle . 

The voicing of the plural-final cluster exemplified below is essentially 
identical in nature to that illustrated by (284) and (286) . 

(287) a. se lf vs. selves 
b . wolf vs. wolves 
c. scarf vs . scarves or scarfs 
d . turf vs . turves or turfs 

Note. that the postvocalic 11/ is very much like I w I while the postvocalic I r I 
is very much like I:J/. Thus the vocalic nulceus in every pair of (287) is 
diphthongal, so to speak, and is thus heavy enough to trigger the lightening 

via voicing of the plural-final cluster here . Note at this point that the nu
cleus is more clearly diphthongal and thus heavier in the I words here than 
in the r words. As a result , the nucleus exerts more pressure on the plural
final cluster to voice and lighten in the I words here than in the r words. 
This is why voicing is obligatory in the I words here while it is optional in 
the r words . Needless to say, this is all in line with the weight-over-rhythm 
principle. 

Note in this connection that the plural-final cluster does not get voiced in 
words such as the following . 
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(288) a. belief vs. beliefs 
b. safe vs. safes 
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There seem to be two reasons for the fai lure of the plural-final cluster here 
to get voiced. One is that the words in question came into English well after 
the f-v voicing had run its course. The other reason is that the voicing here 
was probably blocked by such already existing verb forms as believes and 
saves. 

It is interesting that genitive-final consonant clusters are often quite simi
lar in form to plural-final consonant clusters and yet do not undergo lighten
ing via voicing. Let us take the following pairs for example. 

(289) a. wolf vs. woIfs 
b. South vs. South's 

Note that the genitive -'s is less tightly bound to the stem than is the plural 
-s so that the stem-final f or th forms a less tight and thus lighter cluster 
with -'s than with -so Thus the weight-over-rhythm principle exerts less 
pressure on the genitive-final cluster to lighten via voicing than it does on 
the plural-final cluster. This is apparently why the genitive-final cluster here 
does not get voiced while a similar plural-final cluster normally does. 

It is interesting that cluster tightness is also a factor in 'the vowel alterna
tion exempl ified by (290) below. 

(290) a. cleans I kliynz l (as in " He cleans his room every day.") 
b . cleanse I klenz l 

The word-final suffix in cleans is far more productive than that in cleanse 
with the result that the suffix is perceived as such far more readily in cleans 
than in cleanse . Thus the suffix is more tightly bound to the stem in cleanse 
than in cleans so that I nzl is a tighter and thus heavier cluster in the former 
than in the latter. Thus the heavier I nzl follows the lighter nucleus 1 e l here 
while the lighter I nz l follows the heavier nucleus l iy l. Note that this 
accords with the weight-over-rhythm principle. 

The stem-vowel alternation illustrated by the following word pair is also 
keyed to the tightness of the consonant cluster that follows the stem vowel. 

(291) a. cleanly I kliynliy l (adverb) 
b. cleanly I klenli yl (adjective) 
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Note here that -ly is productive as an adverbial suffix while it is unproduc
tive as an adjectival suffix. Thus I nll is more tightly bound and thus heavier 
in (291b) than in (291a) . As a result, the heavier I nl l follows the lighter 
nucleus l el here while the lighter I nll follows the heavier nucleus l iy l, 
which again is in line with the weight-over-rhythm principle. 

Note that the vowel alternation illustrated below is keyed to the manner 
of articulation of the word-final consonant. 

(292) a. mean: means I miynz l vs. meant I mentl 
b. keep : keeps I kiyps l vs. kept I keptl 
c. feel: feels I fiylz l vs. felt I felt l 

Note that fricatives are much lighter than stops so that I nz / , I psl , and I lz I 
a re much lighter than I nt l, I pt l , and I lt l respectively. Thus the heavier 

nucleus l iy I pairs with the lighter codas here while the lighter nucleus I el 
pairs with the heavier codas, which is in line with the weight-over-rhythm 
principle. 

Note in this connection that consonant clusters ending in a fricative do 
not always follow a light nucleus. Let us take the following for example. 

(293) heal: heals I hiylzl vs. health I hel81 

Note that -5 here is a productive suffix while -ch is an unproductive one so 
that I lz I is a less tightly bound , and thus a less heavy , cluster than I le/ . 
Thus l IeI exerts more pressure on the nucleus to lighten via laxing here 
than does I lz / , which is probably why the nucleus is heavier before I lz I than 
before 1 18 1 in (293). It may also be the case that l el is inherently heavier 
than I z l so that I lel is an inherently heavier cluster than I lz /. Either way , 
thc vowcl alternation here is tied to the weight of the word-final consonant 
c1ustc'r in such a way th at it is in line with the weight-over-rhythm principle . 

The two variants of the tonic vowel in each pair below can also be 
explained in terms of the weight-over-rhythm principle . 

(294) a . sane I seyn l vs. sanity IS <enitiy l 
b. serene I siriyn l vs. serenity I sirenitiy I 

Note that we can extend the concept of coda to include atonic (poly)syllabic 
suffixes such as -ity here. Under this extended concept of coda , the coda is 
the monoconsonantal 1n l in the first member of either pair here while it is 
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this / n / plus -ity in the second member of the same pair. Since / ey / and / iyl 
a re heavier than I re i and I e l respectively, we can say that the heavier coda 
-nity follows the lighter nucleus / re / or / e / while the lighter coda / n / follows 
the heavier nucleus I ey I or I iy I Note that this is all in line with the weight

over-rhythm principle . Incidentally , we can now readily explain the l iy I-I e l 
alternation between please and pleasurel pleasant. Note in this con nection 
that pleasing differ~ from either pleasure or pleasant in that its stem vowel is 
/iy I, not I e l This is because -ing is more productive and thus less tight ly 
bound to the stem here than is either -ure or -ant so that -ing is a lighter 
suffix than either -ure or -ant- Needless to say, this is also in line with the 

weight-over-rhythm principle_ 

Note that the vowel alternation in the tonic syllables of the following 
words is a lso keyed to the weight of the coda. 

(295) a . private I pr ayvit l 
b_ privative I priv~tiv l 

c. privacy I pr a yv;}siy I or I pr{v;)siy I 

The tonic syllable here has a monosyllabic coda in the first ",:ord while it has 
a disyllabic coda in the second and third words. Thus the coda is heavier in 
the second and third words than in the first. Note also that the coda is 
heavier in the second word than in the third in that it contains a stop and 
two fricatives in the former while it contains only two fricatives in the latter. 
Note here that the lightest coda -vate follows the heavier nucleus I ay I while 
the heaviest coda -vative follows the lighter nucleus l il Note also that -vacy, 
the coda that is in between in weight, follows either the heavier nucleus or 
the lighter one . This pairing is all in line with the weight-over-rhythm prin
ciple. 

The extended concept of coda also throws light on the vowel alternation 
illustrated by the following pair of words. 

(296) a. graph I gra:fl or I grrEfl 
b. graphic I grrEJik l 

T he stem vowel is often I a: I in graph , especially in British English , while it 
is always I re i in graphic. Thus the heavie r stem vowel I a: I here is followed 
by the lighte r coda I f! while the lighte r stem vowel l re l is followed by the 
heavie r coda I fik / , which is in line with the weight-over-rhythm principle _ 

Note in this connection that the suffix -y is not quite as heavy as the suffix 
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-ic. Let us compare (297) below with (296) with respect to stem-vowel 
alternation . 

(297) a. class I kla:s l or I kliEs l 
b. classy I kla:siy I or I kliEsiy l 

The stem vowel here tends to remain constant for any given speaker of 
English so that the suffix -y. unlike -ic in (296), does not add enough weight 
to the coda to lighten the preceding stem vowel. This is evidently because -y 
is not quite as heavy as -ic. Needless to say. this is also in line with the 
weight-over-rhythm principle. 

It may he in order here to point out that the American English stem 
vowe l Icel often corresponds in British English to 10:/ before fricatives and 
to l ce l elsewhere. Thus British English tends to use the heavier 10: 1 before 
lighter codas here while it tends to use the lighter l ce l before heavier codas, 
which is in line with the weight-over-rhythm principle. 

Segmental rhythm is sometimes achieved by means of epenthesis. Let us 
consider the followig examples. 

(298) a. confessed I k:mfestl vs. confessedly I k:mfesidliy I 
b. ashamed I d leymdl vs. ashamedness l 'dleymidnis l 

(299) a. accustomed h kAstJmdl vs. accustomedness / 'dkAstimdnis l 
b. goodnatured I gudneyq.kdl vs. goodnaturedly I gudneyqirdliyl 

Note that the nucleus of the adjective-final syllable here is tonic in (298) 
whi le it is atonic in (299) so that it is heavier in the former than in the 
la tter. Note also that, when followed by either -ly or -ness, the adjective
final consonant cluster is broken up by an epenthetic vowel in (298), but not 
in (?99) . Suppose that the cluster were not thus broken up in (298). Then 
we would end up with a heavy nucleus followed by a heavy cluster of three 
consonants in confessedly and ashamedness. This would violate the weight
over-rhythm principle rather seriously. On the other hand" the three
member consonant cluster in either accustomedness or goodnaturedly does 
not pose that much of a problem. For it follows a lighter nucleus so that it 
does not violate the weight-over-rhythm principle in any serious way. Thus 
the use of an epenthetic vowel in (298), as opposed to its non-use in (299), 
is arguably a consequence of the weight-over-rhythm principle . 

Segmental rhythm may also be achieved by means of elision, as can be 
seen from the following examples. 
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(300) a. handsome I ndsl -+ I ns l 
b. exactly I ktl/ -+ I k(t)l/ 
c. asked I skt l -+ I s(k)t l 

Suppose that the cluster-medial stop were not elided from the words here. 
Then we would end up with a tonic nucleus followed by a three-member 
consonant cluster. Since both the nucleus and the cluster , especially the 
latter , are quite heavy , their juxtaposition here 'would violate the weight
over-rhythm principle rather seriously. Thus the elision in (300), whether 
obligatory or optional, is arguably a consequence of the weight-over-rhythm 
principle. 

The conjugation of some strong verbs such as the following may also 
involve a similarly motivated elision. 

(301) a. think vs. thought (=*thinked 18i!Jktl) 
b. drink vs. drank (= *drinked I dri 1) ktl) 

If the verbs here were weakly conjugated, then their past (participial) forms 
would end in a cluster of at least three consonants, i.e. 10 kt f Since the 
nucleus is tonic and thus heavy , this would violate the weight-over-rhythm 
principle rather seriously. Thus part of the word-final cluster may have been 
elided here under the pressure of the weight-over-rhythm principle . 

Note at this point that in (298) through (301) we have treated as heavy 
even lax vowels as long as they are tonic. These tonic lax vowels may not be 
quite as heavy as tonic tense vowels, but they are sti ll heavy enough to 
pressure the following three-member consonant clusters to break up and 
simplify. Thus we may say that a tonic lax vowel can be treated as heavy for 
our purposes here when it is followed by a heavy cluster of three or more 
consonants. We are suggesting here that the weight of a nucleus is often 
relative to that of the coda that follows. 

Note that the conjugation of the verbs below may be thought of as involv
ing an e lision similar to that discussed in connection with (301). 

(302) a. sing vs . sang/ sung ( =*singed / si1)dl) 
b. ring vs. rang / rung (=*ringed / ri!Jdl) 

The starred forms here may be thought of as ending in three consecutive 
consonants. For there is reason to believe that I nl is underlyingly a se
quence of two consonants , i.e. 1 nl and I gf For one thing , 1 01 historically 
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originates in I ng /. For another, I DI never follows a diphthongal nucleus 
int ramorphemically . Given the weight-over-rhythm principle , we may inter
pret this as meaning that I DI is underlyingly polysegmental. On the strength 
of this much evidence , we may argue that the verbs in (302) are strongly 
conjugated partly under the pressure of the weight-over-rhythm principle . 
Note tha t the past (participial) fo rm s in (301) a rguably end in fo ur, rather 
than three, consecutive consonants in that I DI may underlyingly be Ing/. 

5. Closing Remarks 

Many of the points we have made in this paper admittedly require further 
refine ment and valida tion. However, we have shown quite clearly that 
weight is definitely a majo r factor in linguistic structuring. Although our 
discuss ion he re has been confined to Engl ish, the weight variable very likely 
is also of relevance to the description and explanation of any other human 
language. Thus it is very likely that weight is a universal linguistic variable 
to be reckoned with in any comple te and valid theory of language. 

As we see it , resea rch on weight as a linguistic variable can shed a great 
dea l of light on a widc range of linguistic phenomena. It will especia ll y be 
inst rume nta l in explaining va rious phenomena re lating to stress, syllable 
st ructure , phonotactics, reduction, and movement. No explanation of these 
phe no me na would be comple te without some recou·rse or other to the 
weight variable. This ca lls for intensive fu ture research on this variable. 

As has been noted in connection with each of the four principles dis
cussed in the present study, weight is a va riable of crucial relevance to 
language processing. Thus the study of the weight variable can also be 
justified by the light it promises to throw on the nature of human com
munication by linguistic means. 

We may also point out here that the re appears to be a fairly substantial 
intersection between weight and distance as linguistic variables. This may 
follow from the fact that linguistic weight increases in proportion to referen
tial dista nce. We are suggesting that weight and distance as linguistic vari 
ab les are each definable at least in part in terms of the other. A detailed 
discussion of the distance variable is avai lable in Park (1980 , 1981b, 1982, 
1983 and 1984) . 

One of the things abo ut the weight variable that we have not discussed in 
any detail in this paper has to do with the fact that it often leaves ortho-
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graphic traces behind . An interesting example is to be found in the German 
practice of beginning every noun with an uppercase letter in apparent recog
nition of its heavy information weight vis- a-vis other parts of speech. 
Another interesting example has to do with English acronyms such as the 
followiQg. 

(303) a. NA (=not applicable) 
b. MT (=megaton) 
c. TM ( = trade mark) 

(304) a . MS or ms (manuscript) 
b. Pl C or pl c ( = petty cash) 
c. AA or aa ( =author's alteration) 

As can be seen from (303) and (304) above, English acronyms tend to be 
capitalized even when they do not stand for proper nouns. This is because 
they stand for longer source expressions so that they are quite compact and 
heavy. Phenomena of this kind, which are in line with the "weight-over
size" principle, are treated in some detail in Park (in preparation). 

Note in this connection that the weight-over-size principle apparently 
throws interesting light on the 'peculiar practice of capitalizing the first
person singular pronoun in English . I is short for its Middle English 
equivalent ich so that it carries the weight of not just the letter i but the 
other two letters , i.e. c and h. Thus the pronoun I may be written with 
an uppercase letter under the pressure of the weight-over-size principle. 

Before we conclude, four caveats may be ' in order. Firstly, we have 
ignored in our discussion minor changes in meaning that may accompany 
changes in form on the assumption that they are not of crucial relevance. 
Secondly, the application of our four principles is not an either-or proposi
tion but rather a matter of relative degree. Thus a given phenomenon is in 
or out of line with a given principle only in relative terms, never in absolute 
terms . Thirdly, other variables may override or nullify the weight variable, as 
we have suggested in connection with (242), (243), and (253) in 3.7. Fourth
ly, we have not done sufficient justice to the fact that weight offen bears on 
an expression in more than one way. 

Regarding the fourth caveat , let us consider the coordinate noun phrases in 

(305) below. 

(305) a. Men and women have been farding since time immemorial. 
b. Women and men have been farding since time immemoiral. 
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Both coordinate noun phrases here are perfectly natural. However, women 
and men may be (slightly) more natural here than men and women. For 
women is less marked and thus less heavy than men in the context of 
farding. That is, as subject of farding, women and men is more in line with 
the weigh t-over-order principle than men and women so that (303b) is more 
natural than (305a). 

Ordinarily, however, men is less marked and thus less heavy than women 
so that men and women is more in line with the weight-over-order principle 
than women and men. Besides , men and women is more in line with the 
weight-over-rhythm principle than women and men. Thus men and women is 
ordinarily more natural than women and men. 

From examples such as (305), we can learn that weight often applies to 
linguistic expressions non-uniquely so that it a llows two or more alternatives 
that appear to be mutually contradictory . By way of bringing our discussion 
here to a close, we may point out that the coexistence in English of pepper

and-salt and salt-and-pepper is just another example ascribable to the non
uniq ue application of the weight variable. 

Extensive as our discussion of the weight variable has been , we may 
merely have scratched the surface . We simply have not had the space to 
include numerous phenomena of relevance such as that illustrated by the 
fo llowing data. 

(306) a. one thousand ( = 1,000) 
b . *thousand one ( = 1 ,000) 

(307) a. seven million ( = 7 ,000,000) 
b. *million seven (=7,000,000) 

Note here that one and seven are numerically smaller and thus lighter than 
thousand and million respectively so that (306a) and (307a) comply with 
the weight-over-order principle while (306b) and (307b) do not. Only in a 
sepa rate paper of considerable length can we hope to do justice to such 
weight-governed phenomena as have been left out of consideration here . 
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